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ABSTRACT 

Expanding on the work of Reitzug (1994), the primary purpose of this study is 

to provide empirical examples of empowering principal behavior that inform 

educational practice. Specifically, the behaviors that principals in democratic schools 

exhibit are ones which: (1) empower others to focus on school-wide issues; (2) model 

democratic decision-making for students; (3) focus on the purpose of public schools in 

a democratic society; (4) understand the leader's role as supporter and facilitator; and 

(5) internalize the change process. Both the empowerment literature and the literature 

on alternative conceptions of administrative leadership behavior are long on theory 

and short on empirical examples that inform practice. With theory-practice 

connections scarce, this study seeks to enrich the knowledge base by providing 

empirical examples of empowering principal behaviors, obstacles to empowerment, 

and principal stressors in democratic schools. 

The study was conducted from the interpretivist paradigm and used qualitative 

research methodology. Forty principals from democratic schools representing rural, 

urban and suburban settings were included in the sample. Fourteen principals were 

female and twenty-six were male. Schools included were 22 elementary, 10 middle, 

and 8 high schools from the following states: California, Colorado, Connecticut, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and 

Vermont. The data were collected through audiotaped entries made by principals 

throughout a typical day. Additionally, principal and faculty interviews and direct 
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observations were made at ten schools. The researcher's fieldnotes were helpful to 

draw connections between observed behaviors and their relationship to the study's 

focus. Audiotaped entries by principals in addition to school observations and 

interviews were conducted over a two-year period. 

Results indicated the types of empowering principal behavior include: 

modeling inclusion and collaboration, serving the community, sharing the big picture, 

developing common beliefs about learning, increasing outside information, connecting 

teaching and learning, highlighting successes in teaching and learning, demonstrating 

a caring community, building trust through communication, facilitating change, and 

empowering student leaders. Obstacles to empowering behaviors which were 

identified are time, isolation, fear of risk-taking, communication, technology, 

connectedness, and powerlessness and frustration. Principal stressors that emerged 

include: time, listening, support, managing more with less, fiscal constraints, trusting 

others, technology, dialogue, critical study, students first, systemic reform, 

complaining without action, view of teachers, and refusal to participate. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Productive educational change is full of paradoxes, uncertainty, and surprises. 

Often, understanding changes that are designed to reconnect schools with their 

original purpose to prepare responsive and productive citizens for a democracy are 

overlooked. 

Unfortunately, the majority of schools today approach school change and 

improvement in a haphazard, erratic manner. Educators tend to grab the newest 

instructional, technological, or organizational innovation, implement it as quickly as 

possible, and then drop it within a brief period for the next "hot" new innovation 

(Glickman, 1993). Since most past efforts of school reform have failed, many 

principals and teachers are left feeling overwhelmed, angry, and numb. As a result, 

teachers simply close their doors and teach how and what they please while principals 

focus on "surviving" the restructuring movement rather than facilitating meaningful 

school change. This inconsistent approach to school change is partially responsible 

for the negative public relations dilemma that many schools face. Quick fixes are 

great when they provide instandy recognizable improvements. Unfortunately, 

meaningful change and lasting improvements rarely work this way. 

Meaningful school change requires careful thought, planning, and study. 

Unlike traditional schools who have tried to be all things to all people and thus appear 

fragmented, unclear, and faddish, democratic schools focus on defining the learning 



principles, developing a shared-governance process, and carefully studying current 

educational practice before making changes. Meaningful change in democratic 

schools evolves around the basic premise of educating all students to be 

knowledgeable, resourceful, and responsible members in a democratic society. 

Democratic schools focus on preparing citizens who can identify, analyze, and solve 

problems facing their lives as members of their communities. Democratic schools 

develop trust and collaboration through effective communication. They relate 

teaching and learning to the improvement of students' lives. Further, they connect 

values, ethics, and freedoms to guide human behavior; they develop caring 

communities of informed citizens who discuss, debate, and take action to improve 

their immediate and larger communities; and they see school change and renewal as a 

continual process, rather than as an event (Fullan, 1993; Murphy, 1992; O'Hair & 

McLaughlin, 1995). 

Although the majority of America's schools represent traditional, top-down, 

autocratic structures, Goodlad (1994) reminds us that we must put the anti-democratic 

and ordinary schools "into the margins" while increasing the number of democratic 

schools. Moving democratic schools into the majority while reducing traditional, 

ordinary schools requires an understanding of how to lead in democratic schools. 

Purpose of the Study 

For educational leaders, democratic principal behavior is a general term used 

to depict the set of behaviors that principals in democratic schools exhibit which focus 



on the empowerment or "development of followers" which includes all those who 

have a stake in educational success (Foster, 1986, pp. 185-186). This emphasis on 

democratic principal behavior relies on several key concepts: (1) focusing on the 

purpose of public schools in a democratic society and evaluating what goals, values, 

and beliefs are important and why (Guttman, 1987); (2) understanding the leader's 

role as supporter, facilitator, and provider of possibilities or choices (Reitzug, 1994); 

and (3) helping others to understand the change process by challenging the norms of 

teaching and learning through a critical study process rather than accepting the status 

quo and just "fitting in." 

As recendy noted by Reitzug (1994) in his ground-breaking research, the 

literature on empowerment and on alternative constructs of administrative leadership 

behavior are long on concept and theory but short on empirical examples that inform 

practice (Reitzug, 1994, p. 284). In other words, the connections between theory and 

practice are scarce. Therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to provide 

empirical examples of democratic principal behavior that inform practice. This study 

extends Reitzug's (1994) Developmental Taxonomy of Principal Empowering 

Behavior, and provides several new and more expansive categories of principal 

empowering behaviors. By doing so, this study seeks to enrich the knowledge base 

of empowering behaviors modeled by principals in democratic schools. As noted by 

Sergiovanni (1993), principals are beginning to recognize that empowering behavior is 

not only "considered the right thing to do, it is the effective thing to do for when 



teachers are empowered they work harder and better, with improved student learning 

as a result" (Sergiovanni, 1993, p. 104). 

Guiding Research Ouestions 

(1) What are examples of empowering behaviors that principals in 
democratic schools employ to encourage teachers to take an active role 
in school leadership? 

(2) What obstacles do empowering principals encounter? 

(3) How stressful are those obstacles for principals? 

Focus of Study 

The study was conducted from the interpretivist paradigm and uses qualitative 

research methodology. Data used in this study were collected in schools described as 

restructuring from traditional to democratic schools. Forty schools from eleven states 

were identified by this researcher according to Criteria For Democratic Schools 

(Glickman, 1993) which is presented in Figure 4. Each school and principal was 

chosen in a purposeful manner based on the democratic schools literature (Fullan, 

1993; Glickman, 1993; Guttman, 1987). Schools identified in the restructuring 

process were distinguished from traditional schools as sharing the following 

characteristics: "shared decision making; decentralized, school-based management 

processes; and greater professional autonomy expressed in redefined roles, rules, 

relationships, and responsibilities" (Bredeson, 1993, p. 40). Each school was unique 

with regard to specifics concerning school restructuring from traditional to 

democratic. However, all forty schools selected for this study shared the "essence" of 



school renewal described by Glickman (1993) as participating in "the internal, critical 

process of studying one's own school, looking at one's covenant (learning principles), 

raising critical questions about current educational practice, and then assessing where 

the greatest priorities abide in preparing students to become productive citizens of a 

democracy" (p. 60). The data for this research were collected by several methods: 

audiotaped entries made by principals throughout a typical day; personal interviews 

conducted by the researcher with principals, teachers, students, and parents; direct 

observations; and the researcher's field notes. 

On the basis of the Framework for Democratic Education (O'Hair & 

McLaughlin, 1995), and the Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal 

Behavior (Reitzug, 1994), this study seeks to extend Reitzug's taxonomy and identify 

additional empirical examples of empowering leadership behavior. In doing so, this 

study stops short of attempting to provide the "multiple layering" of additional 

empirical research necessary to test this framework as it expands through future 

research (Poole & McPhee, 1985). 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms are defined according to their relationship with the study. 

Democratic schools represent schools in which the focus is on preparing 

citizens for a productive life in a democracy. School personnel model democratic 

principles through (1) shared-governance, (2) commonly shared learning principles 

and beliefs, and (3) a critical study process "which provides a systematic way for 



collecting and analyzing student data in order to set learning priorities and infuse the 

school with information" (Glickman, 1993, p. 68). The "essential value of the public 

school in a democracy, from the beginning, was to ensure an educated citizenry 

capable of participating in discussions, debates, and decisions to further the wellness 

of the larger community and protect the individual right to 'life, liberty, and the 

pursuit of happiness.' If an educated citizenry and a democracy were one and the 

same, the lack of one would imperil the other" (Glickman, 1993, pp. 8-9). 

If our schools were to focus on the main goal of citizenship and 
democracy and show students how to connect learning with the real 
issues of their surroundings, then more students would learn how to 
write cogent compositions, would learn basic skills, would use higher-
order thinking, would learn aesthetic appreciation, would excel in 
academics, and would graduate. These secondary goals would be 
accomplished more readily as by-products of learning participation and 
responsibility. (Glickman, 1993, p. 9) 

Empowering leadership behavior implies providing autonomy with 

responsibility for supporting practice, shifting problem-solving responsibility to 

teachers, communicating trust, encouraging risk taking, honoring teachers' opinions, 

developing teams, modeling inquiry, and providing resources to be used on the 

students' behalf (Reitzug, 1994, p. 292). 

Interpretivist paradigm used by qualitative researchers is a method which 

includes long-term participant observation in classrooms, analysis of curricular 

content, methods and strategies used by educators, and extensive open-ended 

interviewing of those involved in schooling processes (Blumer, 1969, pp. 65-66). 

Mark II Voice Analyzer represents a state-of-the-art instrument specifically 

developed to measure physiological arousal and stress. The Mark II, originally 
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employed as a commercial lie detection instrument by law enforcement agencies, 

estimates the level of stress present during vocalizations. Specifically, the Mark II 

provides an instantaneous quantitative estimate of the vocal stress level of the 

participant under investigation which is measured on a scale of 0 - 160 (O'Hair, D., 

Cody & Behnke, 1985). 

Priori heuristic is a qualitative research method "in which researchers who 

attempt to build on the discoveries of research conducted in situations and on topics 

similar to the ones they are investigating may refer to research or published works in 

the relevant area. Categories are then derived from statements or conclusions found 

in the literature of other researchers who investigated a similar phenomenon" 

(Constas, 1992, p. 258). 

Restructuring refers to the movement of schools from traditional to 

democratic. Schools involved in the process practice shared decision-making where 

greater autonomy is expressed through redefined roles and relationships (Reitzug, 

1994). 

Role Strain is defined as those feelings by the role holders of acute cognitive 

and affective disturbance such as discomfort, apprehension, and uneasiness (Allen & 

van de Vliert 1984). 

Role Theorv involves the social interactionism perspective or the process by 

which individuals are constantly redefining, shifting, adjusting, and interpreting their 

roles (Clift, Johnson, Holland, & Veal 1992). 
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Role Transition is defined as a change of events for individuals and roles they 

occupy (Allen & van de Vliert 1984). 

Systemic Change is characterized by strict reliance on standards, assessment, 

curriculum and program alignment (Fullan & Stiegobauer, 1991). 

Traditional schools are schools in which faculty members and administrators 

work in isolation, rarely discuss the big issues involving teaching and learning, and 

view the school as mostly a physical place of work. The leadership style typically 

models a "top-down" decision-making process. Little time or effort is expended to 

allow time for reflection or participation to create a shared vision for the school's 

future (Glickman, 1993). 

Vocal stress is operationally defined as the level of physiological arousal 

measured by the Mark II Voice Analyzer technique. Vocal stress readings provide a 

quantitative measure of principal stress levels (O'Hair et al., 1985). 

Limitations of Study 

This study examines empowering principal behaviors in forty schools from 

eleven different states. Each of these schools is in the process of restructuring from 

traditional to democratic. Just as the number of schools is limited, so too is the 

number of examples of empowering principal behaviors and related obstacles and 

stressors. This study provides a logical extension to Reitzug's Developmental 

Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior; however, this extension is merely 

another step in an ongoing process. As many schools continue their transitions from 



traditional to democratic, an increased number of enlightened examples of democratic 

school leadership will add greatly to this line of research—and particularly to the 

figures of empowering principal behaviors presented in Chapter IV. The description 

and examples identified in these figures represent only current, finite samples of 

empowering behaviors found in the selected schools under study for the purpose of 

this dissertation. 

Overview of the Remaining Chapters 

This research study is organized as follows: Chapter II reviews the literature 

concerning democracy and schools with specific emphasis on educational change and 

school renewal, traditional leadership roles (i.e., directionality and influence), 

principal stress and change roles, and theoretical frameworks for conceptualizing 

school leadership and empowerment in democratic schools. Chapter III discusses the 

methodology used to address the study's objectives. First, analytical considerations 

designed to help link research, theory, and methodology are explored. Second, 

research questions are examined according to the most appropriate instrumentation 

and techniques. Third, data sources, data collection, and data analysis are discussed. 

Chapter IV presents study findings which illustrate various types of empowering 

leadership behaviors, obstacles to empowering, and stressors for empowering leaders. 

Chapter V provides a summary of the study. It also discusses implications for 

theory-building and research, practice, and principal preparation programs. Finally, 

the chapter offers recommendations for future research. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews the literature concerning democracy and schools with 

emphasis on traditional leadership, educational change, and principal leadership in 

schools restructuring from traditional to democratic. This review is not intended to 

examine all research related to school leadership and educational change, but rather 

the objectives of this review are to focus on relevant research which helps: (1) explain 

the changing roles of traditional school leadership in the midst of school reform, (2) 

guide the identification of empowering leadership behaviors within the context of 

democratic schools and the purpose of public education, and (3) identify principal 

stressors and obstacles to empowering leadership behaviors. 

To accomplish the first objective, literature research findings are grouped 

according to the following themes: 

1. Traditional conceptions of school leadership; 

2. Educational change and school reform. 

To accomplish the second objective, literature research findings are grouped by the 

following conceptual frameworks: 

1. Framework of Democratic Schools: Connecting Leadership to the Purpose of 

Public Education (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995); 

2. Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior (Reitzug, 1994). 

10 
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Finally, to accomplish the third objective, literature research findings are grouped 

according to the following themes: 

1. Changing traditional leadership roles and principal stress; 

2. Identifying specific principal stressors and obstacles to empowering leadership 

behavior. 

Changing Roles of Traditional Leadership 

Traditional Conceptions of School Leadership 

As educational reform movements impact local schools, principals are 

discovering that traditional leadership roles are changing. Traditional views of the 

principal's role as leader regard the principal as instigator and director of change 

(Hall, 1988) and/or monitor of teacher compliance through performance evaluations 

(Smith & Andrews, 1989). Traditionally, the commonly accepted practice was to 

assign school-wide leadership roles to principals and classroom instructional 

leadership roles to teachers (Cuban, 1988). In contrast, new leadership changes, 

often made in the name of democracy, stress empowering teachers. However, when 

closely examined, many changes stem primarily from traditional perceptions of 

leadership involving directionality and influence. 

Directionality and influence refer to the leader guiding, or pushing as is often 

the case, others toward a goal. Organizational scholars suggest that "the essence of 

leadership is found in a person's ability to move an organization from state A to state 

B, that is to a higher level of performance" (Hitt, 1988, p. 6) and that leadership 
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involves the use of power to influence the behaviors of others (Zalesznik. 1977). 

Lezotte and Block (1994) describe directionality and influence as the patriarchal 

management strategies that are intended to give direction and hold people accountable. 

They describe the opposite effect such strategies have: 

Strong direction from the top lets people down the line off the hook. It 
steals accountability from teachers and students. Accountability cannot 
be legislated or demanded from above; it must come from within the 
individual. Accountability must be embraced and experienced, not 
swallowed. People are accountable and personally responsible for 
outcomes only as a result of exercising choice. This is why democracy 
works in the marketplace. Citizens who choose their own path and 
their own future are more likely to take responsibility for outcomes and 
do what has to be done. We understand this as a society. We do not 
understand this when it comes to managing institutions like our public 
school system, (p. 385) 

Reitzug (1994) synthesizes the research literature that "consistendy cites the 

significance of the principal in clearly communicating and frequenUy emphasizing 

goals such as high standardized achievement test scores and an orderly school 

climate" (p. 285). Principals are caught up juggling theoretical concepts such as 

empowerment, vision building, and shared-decision making while at the same time 

enforcing concrete mandates such as improving standardized achievement test scores 

and aligning programs with the school's curriculum. 

Educational Change and School Reform 

As experts debate educational change and improvement, two voices are often 

heard. The first voice espouses terms such as empowerment, shared-decision making, 

teacher leadership, and site-based management. At the same time, the second voice— 
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often considered to be working at cross purposes with the first—advocates systemic 

change which focuses on standards, assessment, curriculum and program alignment. 

Both views impact educational change and empowering leadership behaviors. 

As educators and schools seek guidance for school improvement, the question 

becomes: can both views (site-based management and systemic change) work 

together to improve schools? If so, how does this partnership impact principal 

leadership? Fullan and his associates assert that successful educational improvement 

is most often a result of simultaneous bottom-up and top-down initiatives that 

converge into a clear, moral center (Fullan & Stiegobauer, 1991). 

Principals are struggling with defining their roles and understanding the 

delicate balance between initiatives necessary to create this "clear, moral center." 

Glickman (1993) cautions that if an imbalance occurs and both movements are taken 

to extremes, then disastrous results can occur for schools and children. Systemic 

change can lead to an increase in the regulatory mandates from which local educators 

and schools begin to feel helpless and forced to adopt policies they feel might not be 

in the best interest of children. On the other hand, site-based management and 

decentralization can result in a laissez-faire abdication and balkanization of local 

schools from their district, state, and nation (Darling-Hammond, 1993; Hargreaves & 

Macmillan, 1992). Principals struggle with understanding and balancing both views. 

In doing so, they must also weigh their own beliefs and values about leadership and 

schools. 
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On a more human level, as many schools move from traditional to democratic 

- in the midst of educational change and school reform-many school principals seek a 

balance to what Argyris (1957) refers to as, "The Conflict Between The System and 

The Individual" (Argyris, 1957, p. 33). Argyris believes the conflict is rooted in 

seven assumptions about developmental personality trends of individuals in our 

culture: 

(1) From a state of passivity to activity increasingly self-initiatory and self-
determinative; 

(2) From a state of dependence to independence; 

(3) From behaving in only a few ways to being capable of behaving in 
many different ways; 

(4) From having erratic, casual, shallow interests to deeper interests; 

(5) From having a short time perspective to a longer time perspective: 

(6) From being in a subordinate position to aspiring to occupy an equal 
and/or superordinate position relative to their peers; 

(7) From a lack of awareness of self to an awareness of and control over 
self. (p. 34) 

Argyris argues that "these dimensions are descriptive of a basic multi-dimensional 

process toward self-actualization that is 'characteristic of a relatively large majority of 

the population'" (p. 35). Argyris's seven assumptions-which relate to personality 

trends in our culture-seem to reflect the desired characteristics of our nation's current 

educational reform movement. They also act as a harbinger illustrating characteristics 

of empowering leaders and those people with whom those leaders interact in a 

democratic school setting. 
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The description of how a democratic school might look if these emerging 

personality trends are nurtured in our educational system is "no mystery" in the words 

of Clark and Meloy (Sergiovanni, 1988, p. 291). They contend that: 

What people need in a work organization is known ... to be free, to be valued, 
to be challenged, to grow to assume responsibility, to be secure, to be 
rewarded, to be in touch with their true selves. Such an organization is 
possible; it is within people's own power to create and implement if they 
choose to do so. We are convinced that it is necessary to move in a direction 
of organizations for people if excellence in performance and freedom for 
human beings are to be achieved, (p. 291) 

Empowering Leadership Behaviors 

Framework of Democratic Schools: 

Connecting Leadership to the Purpose of Public Education 

For too long schools have tried to be all things to all people and thus have 

appeared fragmented, unfocused, and faddish. Currendy, many schools are under 

attack for emphasizing on the subgoals of education. Educational subgoals might 

include such instructional practices as: teaching the basics and neglecting the arts; 

teaching the arts and neglecting the basics; promoting whole language instead of 

phonics; or teaching phonics rather than whole language. The list of subgoals is 

endless. The point is in many ways American public education has lost touch with its 

original purpose. 

Unlike schools paralyzed by endless subgoals, democratic schools maintain a 

perspective by focusing on the following key components as described in the 

Framework for Democratic Education (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995) (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Framework for Democratic Education. (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995) 
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The framework consists of four major areas in which empowering principals and 

educators must excel in order to create and maintain a democratic school: (1) 

developing trust and collaboration through effective communication: (2) relating 

teaching and learning to the improvement of students' lives; (3) connecting values, 

ethics, and freedoms to guide human behavior: (4) developing caring communities of 

informed citizens who effectuate meaningful school renewal by involving their 

immediate and larger communities. Each of these four concepts are framed within a 

broader context encompassing historical, political, philosophical and cultural 

parameters. Modeling democratic leadership through collaboration enables students to 

make connections with life beyond school. They do so as productive participants in 

their immediate and larger communities (Glickman, 1993). The framework constantly 

reminds us that teachers and schools must first succeed if students are ultimately 

expected to succeed in society (Fullan, 1993). 

Consistent with the four key components of the Framework for Democratic 

Education—in which connecting teaching and learning through collaboration includes 

every member of the school community-democratic schools emphasize the 

importance of preparing "the person" rather than preparing "the person for a role." 

For too many years educators have focused attention on preparing persons for their 

roles as students, teachers or principals. As the roles constandy change, it becomes 

not only impossible to prepare a person for a role, but undesirable as well. 

Empowering leadership adds a missing dimension often lacking in traditional schools 

by focusing first and foremost on preparing "the person." Specifically, critical 
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components in empowering or preparing "the person" include: understanding the self: 

developing interpersonal collegial relationships; modeling team building, 

collaboration, and democratic principles; and constantly examining one's practice 

through action research (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995). 

Democratic schools highlight the connections between theory and practice. As 

Lewin describes, "There is nothing so practical as good theory. Or, if you prefer 

there is nothing so theoretical as good practice. Conversely, there is nothing so 

impractical as bad theory, or so atheoretical as bad practice" (p. 63). With the 

theory/practice connection firmly in place, democratic schools avoid a recipe book 

approach to knowledge and skill building. Rather, democratic schools seek to 

develop self-motivated, critical thinkers who can identify, analyze, and solve 

problems which arise in their classrooms, schools, and communities. 

In democratic schools, developing a sense of community in schooling becomes 

essential. Building community in schooling requires that teachers give up some 

personal autonomy in their classrooms for collective school autonomy. In other 

words, democratically empowered teachers must become risktakers by inviting peers, 

administrators, parents, students, social service providers, and community members to 

join with them as equal and constructively critical partners. This is reflected in at 

least one teacher's recent observation: 

I'd like more people to come and visit my classroom - to look, visit, comment. 
Not to visit with an evaluative purpose, but with the purpose of commenting 
on what's going on in the classroom. I'd really like feedback from my peers. 
I want non-threatening feedback from someone who has the time to really take 
a hard look. It would have to be someone whom I respected and looked up to. 
and they would have to value the same things I do in teaching. I need a 
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comfort zone, a framework around me within which I have the freedom to be 
myself - to use my own judgment and get trust and respect. Coming to this 
school, [with its high level of collegial interaction] had a tremendous impact 
on my attitude as a teacher. I found the staff as a whole more happy, more 
excited about teaching, more creative. In turn I became more excited and 
innovative about my own teaching ... and less drained at the end of the day. 
(Sergiovanni, 1993, p. 122) 

Developing community requires teachers to reconceptualize their roles, to model 

democratic principles for students, and to develop a philosophy of "caring-for-others" 

or, as described by Glickman (1993), as "a cause beyond oneself" (p. 15). 

We organized a two-day staff workshop and sent the staff an invitation. How 
would you like to have a class size of 20 students? How would you like to see 
every child in your class successful? The teachers came, eager, laughing, 
incredulous. After two days of talking about the model and planning next 
steps, the staff could hardly wait for school to get started. We sent wonderful 
letters to parents telling them what a great year we had planned. Never had 
the work been so exciting or so rewarding. In many ways the staff worked 
harder than ever before. They spent extra hours after school in training and 
planning sessions, usually without pay. They spent more time communicating 
with one another and with parents. They created new lessons. They went to 
workshops and brought back new ideas. (Sergiovanni, 1993, p. 23) 

Democratic schools focus on educational change as a process and not as an 

event. Specifically, educational change is designed to reconnect schools with their 

original purpose through a systematic and critical examination process. This critical 

study process helps democratic schools make meaningful changes for individuals 

within each school. The key lies in the teachers' and school's ability to critically 

study and set priorities to achieve the greatest results for students. This entails 

agreement to a process for meaningful study and school change, and not just blindly 

adopting the next "hot" innovation. Teacher leadership and participation in 
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meaningful school change are modeled throughout democratic schools. Table 1 

highlights key characteristics of democratic schools. 

Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior 

The following conceptual framework is the Developmental Taxonomy of 

Empowering Principal Behavior (Reitzug, 1994). This taxonomy provides a 

foundational basis which helps guide the identification of empowering leadership 

behaviors within the context of democratic schools and toward the purpose of public 

education. The taxonomy was developed based on field-based data collected in a case 

study of one principal. Three types of empowering principal behavior were 

identified: support, facilitation, and possibility. Each behavior is described in greater 

depth in Table 3. 
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Table 1 

Characteristics of Democratic Schools* 

Characteristics of 
Democratic Schools 

1. Refocusing on the 
original purpose of 
education 

2. Adopting meaningful 
teaching and learning 

3. Preparing for a "cause 
beyond ones self 

4. In-depth focus on 
communication, 
collaboration, and societal 
improvement 

5. Expanding the treatment 
of values in education 

6. Focusing on problem 
identifying, analyzing, 
and solving 

Description 

Democratic schools seek to model the principles of a democracy. Key 
focus involves preparing caring and informed citizens who identif), analyze 
and solve problems facing their immediate and local communities. 

Themes of constructing knowledge, connecting the curriculum, and 
authentic assessment of learning and instruction are constantly examined. 
Learning is viewed as goal-oriented, both an individual and cooperati\e 
venture, and connected to the real world. Students understand the 
appUcations of what they learn in school to their outside lives and 
communities. 

Heavy emphasis on understanding and expanding "the seir through 
improving communication skills, developing caring communities of 
learners, reinforcing citizenship in a democracy, and building new working 
relationships as teachers and administrators work as colleagues to better 
meet the needs of smdents and their families. Democratic school 
educators believe that understanding the self is the first step in moving to a 
"Cause Beyond Ones Self." (Glickman, 1993, p. 15) 

Democratic schools devote time to better understanding communication and 
the importance of effective communication in building trust, developing 
collegial relationships, improving society, and enhancing personal learning. 
Fullan (1993) identifies the importance of collaboration for personal 
learning as "without collaborative skills and relationships it is not possible 
to learn and to continue to learn as much as you need in order to be an 
agent for societal improvement" (p. 18). In other words, teachers need one 
another to learn and to accomplish things. If schools are going to change, 
teachers must reduce isolation and develop collaborative working 
environments. Democratic schools provide insights for becoming a 
participant in a community of people, mobilized to take purposeful 
educational action together. Communication, collaboration and societal 
improvement are inextricably linked in democratic schools. 

While not a new topic to education, values and ethics carmot be taken 
lightly. As stated two decades ago, "one cannot act on the basis of 
knowledge alone.... Behavior in the absence of values is little more than 
artificial posturing" (Hills, 1975, p. 16). Democratic schools seek to 
increase student inquiry, discussion and debate, while connecting values 
and ethics to form a framework for guiding human behaMor. 

Democratic schools seek to prepare citizens who can identify, analyze, and 
solve problems facing their immediate communities. A major emphasis 
involves how a problem is defined and who defines a problem because both 
can determine if and how the problem is addressed. 

Education (1995). 
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Table 2* 

A Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior 

Types of 
Empowering 
Behavior 

Behavior Descriptions 

Support Creating a supportive environment for critique 
• Providing teachers greater control and autonomy 

• providing autonomy with responsibility for supporting practice 
• shifting problem-solving responsibility 

• Encouraging giving voice 
• communicating trust 
• encouraging risk taking 

• Encouraging the confirmadon of self 
• honoring teachers' opinions 

• Providing opportunities for conversations with other 
• developing teams 

• Developing inquiry-oriented dispositions in order to test knowledge 
• modeling inquiry 

Facilitation 

Possibility 

Stimulating critique 
• Stimulating teachers to view theory as a starting point subject to testing and 

revision 
• asking questions 
• requiring justification of practice based on personal practical 

knowledge 
• Directing attention to unnoticed aspects of the environment 

• critiquing wandering around 
• Providing alternative frameworks for thinking about teaching and learning 

• providing staff development (opportunities, readings, ideas) 
• Focusing attention on unequal power relations 

Making it possible to give voice by actualizing products of critique 
• Developing commitment to self as professional (providing resources to be 

used on students' behalf) 
• providing tangible resources (money, equipment, materials) 
• providing intangible resources (time, opportunity) 

• Encouraging activity on behalf of acquiring resources and advancing client 
interest 

• encouraging grant writing 
• soliciting donations of funds and materials 

* Table 2 represents Reitzug's findings (1994, p. 291). Normal type behaviors were first 
identified by Prawat (1991) and italicized type descriptors were supplemented by Reitzug 
(1994). 
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Principal Stressors and Obstacles to Empowering Leadership Behaviors 

Changing Traditional Leadership Roles and Principal Stress 

Educational leaders share the belief that their work is stressful. In a computer 

assisted search of educational publications, more than 500 article cites were found 

using stress and school administration as key word identifiers (Feider & Tokar. 

1986). Since 1980, more than 60 studies have explored the causes, responses, and 

consequences of administrator stress (Gmelch, Torelli, Parkay, & Rotem. 1993). 

There has been an endless stream of journal articles since the 1970s arguing that 

many teachers and principals are approaching a state of burnout. Some of these same 

articles document that recovery from burnout is virtually impossible. As principals 

and teachers in restructuring schools experience changing roles and expectations, 

researchers have begun to focus on role transition and role strain and how these 

conditions effect individual stress (Bredeson, 1989; 1993; Gmelch et al., 1993: Hart 

& Murphy, 1993). 

Allen and van de Vliert (1984) describe the dynamic and interactive social 

process of roles by focusing on role transitions. The conceptual framework of the 

role transition process includes the following key components: antecedent conditions 

or the potential causes of the transitions: role transition or change events for 

individuals and roles they occupy; role strain, or the feelings by the role holders, of 

acute cognitive and affective disturbance such as discomfort, apprehension, and 

uneasiness; moderators or interveners (both individual and environmental variables) 

that impact individuals during the role transition process; reactions to role strain 
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involves cognitive and behavioral actions used to adjust and reduce role strain; and 

consequences which include all reactions and responses to the role strain. 

Examining the personal and contextual dimensions of role behavior in relation 

to role transition and role strain is an important step to uncovering characteristics of 

principal stress. Proponents of the Person-Environment (P-E) Fit Theory state that 

stress occurs when there is a discrepancy between the person and the occupational 

environment (Fieder & Tokar, 1986). For example, when the needs and abilities of 

the principal match the rewards and demands of the job, P-E fit is good. Under such 

conditions there is little occupational stress, and the individual is able to experience a 

high degree of job satisfaction; in other words, role congruency and job satisfaction 

co-exist. However, when the needs and abilities of the administrator do not match the 

rewards and demands of the job, then the result is a poor P-E fit. This creates a 

situation that produces harmful occupational stress-stress that, in some cases, can 

lead to physical or mental illness if left unchecked (FieUer & Tokar, 1986). 

Importantly, the literature also reflects that stress is a major factor affecting not only 

principals' and teachers' mental and physical health, but principal and teacher stress 

also relates detrimentally to students' cognitive and affective learning (Bradfield & 

Fones, 1985; O'Hair & O'Hair, 1991). 

Identifying Specific Principal Stressors and Obstacles to 
Empowering Leadership Behavior 

Changing traditional school leadership roles involving directionality and 

influence also requires specific attention to the principal stress literature. In this 
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section, changing traditional school leadership roles will be discussed through the 

examination of principal stressors and obstacles to empowering leadership behavior. 

The following key topics will help guide the discussion: traditions of isolation, lack of 

trust, motivating others, encouraging professional growth as decision makers, role 

expansion, gender differences in leadership styles, communication, principal stress, 

teacher stress, and student performance. 

Principal Stress and Traditions of Isolation. Research reveals that one of the 

most ubiquitous traditions of schools is that teachers and principals generally work in 

isolation and on different aspects of schooling (Cuban, 1988; Johnson, 1989; Rallis, 

1990; Smylie & Brownlee-Conyers, 1992). Traditionally, teachers have been 

responsible for individual classroom decisions; while principals have been responsible 

for school-wide decisions. 

Glickman (1993) describes the overall nature of isolation found in public 

schools as "our public schools are not normatively collective, purposeful, 

achievement-oriented institutions held in high regard by students, parents, community 

members and educators themselves" (p. 19). Some conditions that keep educators 

apart include: (1) physical organization of schools; (2) traditions of individual 

teaching autonomy rather than collective instruction; (3) lack of experience in working 

together; (4) lack of trust and understanding; and (5) lack of interpersonal 

communication skills. Each condition reinforces isolation and builds walls that hinder 

the development of collegial working relationships between principals and teachers. 



Teacher-principal working relationships have been characterized by Barth 

(1986) as one of "parallel play": 

Two three-year-olds are busily engaged in opposite corners of a 
sandbox. One has a shovel and a bucket; one has a rake and a hoe. At 
no time do they borrow each other's toys. Although in close 
proximity, and having much to offer each other, each works and plays 
pretty much in isolation, (p. 473) 

Finally, and from yet another angle, the principal-teacher working relationship 

has been characterized as one where principals are concerned primarily with 

administrative and managerial tasks rather than matters of classroom instruction and 

student learning (Berry & Ginsberg, 1990; McEvoy, 1987; Rallis, 1990). On the 

other hand, teachers are concerned primarily with classroom instruction and student 

learning (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Hargreaves, 1990; Lortie, 1975) but rarely 

concerned with school-wide issues and decision-making. 

Principal Stress and Lack of Trust. One cause of stress may be that teachers 

and principals have no history of trust on which to build new working relationships 

(Greenfield, 1987). Smylie and Brownlee-Conyers (1992) describe that "even where 

trust exists, the absence or infrequency of opportunities for teachers and principals to 

work together leaves them without a repertoire of previously developed and tested 

interpersonal skills and strategies to forge a new and productive working relationship" 

(Litde & Bird, 1987 pp. 153-154). One principal identifies the new working 

relationship as: 

In the morning as soon as I open my door teachers are waiting for me. 
Most of the time they want me to confirm or okay what it is they want 
to do. I give them (teachers) the authority to make decisions, but they 
are afraid to, so as a result, are always checking with me to be sure 
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every decision is all right with me. 1 feel frustrated being the 
"confirmer" or "okay person." I never have time to get to my desk at 
all .... It's like they (teachers) don't trust me to support them or their 
decisions. (O'Hair et al., 1993, p. 18) 

Principal Stress and Motivating Others. Closely related to trust is role change 

and motivating others to assume leadership roles. For example, the contemporary 

nationwide movement toward site-based decision making may be a source of stress for 

many principals. Occasionally, principals describe their difficulty in motivating 

teachers to assume greater decision making authority in such areas as curriculum 

planning, professional development programs, and community involvement efforts. 

As one principal states: "I am trying to bring in or get teachers ready for 

school-centered decision making. I am trying to make them think for themselves, 

come up with ideas. . . . I need their help, and I value their involvement" (O'Hair & 

Bastian, 1993, p. 17). 

Principal Stress and Encouraging Professional Growth As Decision Makers. 

Some principals are reluctant to allow teachers time to grow as decision makers. As 

principals are confronted with the need to make decisions quickly and efficiently, they 

often feel that group decision making is too time-consuming and cosdy. Often, 

principals want to "make it easy" for teachers by jumping in, uninvited, and giving 

solutions. Allowing teachers the room to make mistakes and grow from their 

mistakes is difficult for many principals. As one principal states, "It is much easier 

to support teachers when they make good decisions than when they make bad 

decisions" (O'Hair & Bastian, 1993, p. 15). 
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Principal Stress and Role Expansion. Bredeson (1993) found that principals" 

loss of control due to role expansion was a major source of anxiety. Principals report 

a feeling of being "dumped on" and being "spread too thin." As one high school 

principal noted, "The principal's job is too complex. Society keeps adding on duties 

such as developing programs to meet drug abuse, child abuse, truancy, teen 

pregnancy, among other things without taking anything away . . . . It is hard to be all 

things to all people at all times" (O'Hair & Bastian, 1993, p. 18). Another 

elementary principal stated, "It's a go, go, go day from the moment I come in until I 

leave. Last night I was here until 7:30 [p.m.] for a PTA board meeting. Most of the 

time my day ends at 7:00 [p.m.]" (O'Hair & Bastian, 1993, p. 18). 

Many principals are discovering that their roles are expanding uncontrollably 

as they are forced to address a host of new problems that plague America's children 

and families. The impact of poverty, drug use and dependency, homelessness, and 

changing family structure confront most educators on a daily basis. The challenge for 

principals is to learn how to collaborate with health and human service professionals 

to better address complex social and economic environments impacting children and 

schools. Both environmental and organizational factors influence principal role 

expansion and result in major sources of stress for principals. 

Principal Stress and Gender Differences In Leadership Styles. Gender 

differences in leadership styles are documented in the literature (O'Hair & Bastian, 

1993). For example, role changes, and shifting from an authoritarian leadership style 
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to a democratic leadership style, caused stress with male principals (O'Hair et al., 

1993). 

I think that the biggest stress builder on my part is working with 
teachers, trying to get them on one track, trying to get them to 
understand what it is, what direction we are trying to head in. Why it 
is important that everybody do their part and be part of the team. 
Being a team player is very important, very crucial as far as I'm 
concerned, if we are going to reach goals and accomplish our 
objectives .... One should not normally assume that all teachers are 
clued in to what you expect. You have to work with them, some more 
than others, (p. 14) 

On the surface, this male principal is discussing team building and shared-decision 

making; however, the underlying meaning portrays a reluctance to shift from an 

authoritarian leadership style to a more democratic or participative style. This finding 

is consistent with the Eagly, Karau, and Johnson (1992) study which used 

meta-analytic methods to review 50 studies that compared the leadership styles and 

gender differences of principals in public schools. They discovered that the most 

substantial gender difference was the tendency for female principals to lead in a more 

democratic and less autocratic style than do male principals. The Eagly et al. (1992) 

study suggests that "women who occupy the principal role are more likely than men 

to treat teachers and other organizational subordinates as colleagues and equals and to 

invite their participation in decision making. Men evidently adopt a less collaborative 

style and are relatively more dominating and directive than are women" (p. 91). 

In a recent study of 20 principals in restructured schools, Bredeson (1993) 

reports that "a number of respondents, especially female and elementary principals, 

noted that some principals they knew, who had been used to acting as dictators or 
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building bosses, were feeling much greater role strain. Referring to her male 

counterparts, one principal commented, 'I see the other guys' role changing. I hear 

comments from the fellows that reflect insecurity. It's kind of hard for them to swing 

over to new ways of looking at things'" (p. 50). Along the same lines. Shakeshaft 

(1987) and Shakeshaft, Nowell, and Perry (1991) shed some light on general gender 

and supervision differences: 

1. Relationships with others are more central to all actions for female 
administrators than they are for male administrators; 

2. Teaching and learning is more often the major focus for female 
administrators than for male administrators; 

3. Building community is more often an essential part of the woman 
administrator's style than it is for the man. (Shakeshaft et al., pp. 
137-138) 

Gender does appear to make a difference in role transitions and role strain for 

principals. While male principals experienced high stress levels with role changes 

and communicating with teachers and parents, female principals seem to experience 

litde stress associated with role changes and communication. With a single primary 

exception, situations which cause stress in females are unrelated to changing principal 

roles; the exception is that both males and females report high stress levels concerning 

job overload and role expansion (O'Hair et al., 1993; O'Hair & Bastian. 1993). 

Principal Stress and Communication. In the past few years, a magnified 

awareness of the importance of principal communication skills is noted in the 

literature. Principals viewed communication skills as the most necessary skill for 

success as school leaders move from traditional, isolated schools to shared-vision, 

collegial schools. Thurston, Clift, and Schacht (1993) emphasize the development of 
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the abilities to communicate effectively: "Communication will be crucial in 

establishing a school-wide commitment to a mission and in sharing the 

decision-making process" (p. 262). Specific communication skills desired by 

principals included listening, nonverbal awareness, conflict management, small group 

problem-solving, and debating "big issues" in affecting student learning (O'Hair et 

al., 1993). 

Traditionally, educators have strived for harmony in avoiding discussion of 

major issues impacting teaching and learning. This approach is characterized as 

"groupthink." Groupthink refers to an uncritical way of thinking, often characteristic 

of groups, in which the desire to avoid conflict and reach agreement is more 

important than careful consideration of alternatives (Janis, 1988; 1972). In reference 

to groupthink, one secondary principal who has been involved in restructuring from a 

traditional to a democratic school stated: 

I have noticed a change in the way we interact and discuss educational 
issues. We have changed from groups of teachers who think alike and 
always agree with each other to avoid conflict to groups of teachers 
who discuss and debate important issues related to teaching and 
learning while respecting differences of opinion. It's healthier to 
disagree and thoroughly examine the issues than to always agree 
without careful analysis. If we are not frank with each other, I believe 
the kids lose out in the long run because the best decisions may never 
be made. (O'Hair et al., 1993, p. 15) 

Principal Stress. Teacher Stress, and Student Performance. Each of the above 

examples focus on changing traditional leadership and how the vestiges of 

directionality and influence are causing principals much uncomfortableness and stress 

as they attempt to create more democratic schools. Clearly, educators in restructuring 
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schools are experiencing difficulty in the acceptance of the change in roles and 

responsibilities, with fear of losing power by virtue of lack of skills and trust, and 

being afraid of taking risks (Duttweiler & Mutchler, 1990). As stated earlier and as 

alluded to in the principal's quoted remarks in the prior section, the literature reflects 

that stress—including that which is caused by the aforementioned stressors and 

obstacles to empowering principal behavior—is a major factor affecting principals' and 

teachers' mental and physical health. Perhaps more significandy, principal and 

teacher stress may also adversely affect students' cognitive and affective learning 

(Bradfield & Fones, 1985; O'Hair & O'Hair, 1991). 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview of Study and Research Design 

The primary objective of this study is to provide empirical examples of 

empowering leadership behaviors of principals in democratic schools. Secondary 

objectives are to explore obstacles to empowering leadership behavior encountered by 

democratic principals, and the extent to which those obstacles create principal stress. 

The study was conducted from the interpretivist paradigm and primarily uses 

qualitative research methodology. Data used in this study were collected in schools 

described as restructuring from traditional to democratic schools. Forty schools from 

eleven states were identified by this researcher according to Criteria for Democratic 

Schools (Glickman, 1993) which is presented in Figure 2 later in this chapter. Each 

school and principal was chosen in a purposeful manner based on the democratic 

schools literature (Fullan, 1993; Glickman, 1993; Guttman, 1987). Schools identified 

in the restructuring process were distinguished from traditional schools as sharing the 

following characteristics: "shared decision making; decentralized; school-based 

management processes; and greater professional autonomy expressed in redefined 

roles, rules, relationships, and responsibilities" (Bredeson, 1993, p. 40). Each school 

was unique with regard to specifics concerning school restructuring from traditional to 

democratic. However, all forty schools selected for this study shared the "essence" of 

school renewal described by Glickman (1993) as participating in "the internal, critical 

33 
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process of studying one's own school, looking at one's covenant (learning principles), 

raising critical questions about current educational practice, and then assessing where 

the greatest priorities abide in preparing students to become productive citizens of a 

democracy" (p.60). The data for this research were collected by several methods: 

audiotaped entries made by principals throughout a typical day; personal interviews 

conducted by the researcher with principals, teachers, students, and parents; direct 

observations; and the researcher's field notes. 

On the basis of the Framework for Democratic Education (O'Hair & 

McLaughlin, 1995), and the Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal 

Behavior (Reitzug, 1994), this study seeks to extend Reitzug's taxonomy and identify 

additional empirical examples of empowering leadership behavior. This will greatly 

expand what at this time is a very narrow research domain. In doing so, this study 

stops short of attempting to provide the "multiple layering" of additional empirical 

research necessary to test this framework as it expands through future research (Poole 

& McPhee, 1985). 

This chapter specifies the methodology used to address the study's objectives 

through the following topics: (1) Methodological Consideration: Describing 

Instrumentation and Techniques; (2) Mode of Inquiry; (3) Data Sources; (4) Data 

Collection; (5) Data Analysis; and (6) Measurement Apparatus: Characteristics of the 

Mark II Vocal Stress Analyzer. 
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Methodological Consideration: Describing Instrumentation and Techniques 

Guiding Research Ouestions 

The following research questions guided the methodological considerations of 

this study: 

(1) What are examples of empowering behaviors that principals in 
democratic schools employ to encourage teachers to take an active role 
in school leadership? 

(2) What obstacles do empowering principals encounter? 

(3) How stressful are those obstacles for principals? 

Of this study's three guiding research questions, qualitative methods are used 

to help answer questions 1 and 2, and quantitative methods are used to help answer 

question 3. 

Oualitative Research Methodology 

In studying empowering behaviors and obstacles, the researcher utilized 

qualitative research methodology conducted from the interpretivist paradigm. 

The aim of qualitative research is not verification of a predetermined idea, but 
discovery that leads to new insights. Qualitative research, then, has the aim of 
understanding experience as nearly as possible as its participants feel it or live 
it. Another way to make the point is that qualitative researchers want those 
who are studied to speak for themselves. (Sherman & Webb, 1988, pp. 5-6) 

In the field of education research, "The interpretivist paradigm used by 

qualitative researchers is a method which includes long-term participant observation in 

classrooms, analysis of curricular content, methods and strategies used by educators, 

and extensive open-ended interviewing of those involved in schooling processes" 
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(Bennett & LeCompte, 1990, pp. 21-22). For the purposes of this study, the 

interpretivist paradigm, within the tradition of qualitative research methodology, 

enabled the researcher to provide description and meaning of empowering leadership 

behaviors used by principals in such a way: (1) as to establish the degree to which 

the empowering leadership behaviors described were accurate representations of the 

actual empowering behaviors demonstrated; (2) that the empowering behaviors 

identified by principal participants were captured with as little researcher bias as 

possible; and (3) that comparisons could be made among principal participants 

concerning patterns and propensities of empowering leadership behaviors. 

Ouantitative Research Methodology 

In order to examine the stressfulness of obstacles encountered by principals 

when exercising empowering leadership behaviors, the third research question 

required the use of quantitative methodology. Although shifting methodological 

paradigms is somewhat uncommon, the rationale to examine principal stress from a 

quantitative methodology was significant. The majority (70 percent) of articles on 

educational stress are found to be anecdotal commentaries that typically are written by 

educators who perceive themselves as highly stressed and who tend to hold negative 

feelings about the educational enterprise in general (Hiebert & Faber, 1984). Milstein 

(1992) describes much of the research literature on educational stress as having: 

significant methodological limitations leading to questionable findings. Much 
of the research is narrow in scope, fails to include physiological data such as 
blood pressure or heart beat rates as a validating measure of attitudinal data. 
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and relies on a ranking system that identifies the most stressful aspects of the 
job, but does not establish how intense these factors are as stressors." (p. 12) 

In addition, Bredeson (1993) states, "It would be difficult to find more reliable data 

than the principals' own words on what they were experiencing in their professional 

work lives" (p. 35). He also cautions researchers to be careful of an overreliance on 

self-report data when additional validating measures exist. 

Based on the researcher's previous work with physiological measurements of 

principal stress (O'Hair & Bastian, 1993; O'Hair, Bastian, & Haggard, 1994), 

physiological measurements of stress were chosen as the most appropriate method to 

help validate principals' self-reported stressors. Specifically, vocal stress analysis was 

used to examine the level of stress associated with empowering leadership behaviors 

and obstacles to empowerment. 

Mode of Inquiry 

The mode of inquiry for this study is modeling. The purpose for adopting this 

mode of inquiry is to answer the question "why?" A working definition for modeling 

is that theory, operationalization, and data patterns are treated simultaneously. In 

other words, a model represents a situated theory. The model gives a direct depiction 

of how the theory generates the observed data in a specific context (McPhee & Poole, 

1981; Poole & McPhee, 1985). 

The advantages for using a model mode of inquiry allow the researcher to: (1) 

provide general explanations; (2) make falsifiable predictions; and (3) specify 

precisely and completely the theoretical assumptions, constructs, and connections 
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between variables (Cappella, 1977). By using the model mode of inquiry, theory and 

method intersect and greater attention is given to their interrelationship. The 

researcher posits a framework that directly depicts the pattern of observable behavior 

and predicts behavioral patterns. In most cases, evidence for the model is 

accumulated through multiple, layered studies and tests (Poole & McPhee, 1985). 

As described earlier, this study seeks to focus on providing empirical examples 

of and obstacles to empowering leadership behaviors modeled by principals in 

democratic schools. The purpose of implementing the model mode of inquiry for this 

study is to extend or enhance the existing frameworks concerning empowering 

leadership behaviors by principals in democratic schools posited by Reitzug (1994) 

and O'Hair and McLaughlin (1995). In doing so, this research creates a nexus 

between Reitzug's Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior 

(1994) and O'Hair and McLaughlin's Framework for Democratic Education (1995), 

and adds to the knowledge base of democratic schools and school leadership. 

Data Sources 

Data used in this study were collected in forty schools defined by the 

researcher as restructuring from traditional to democratic. Each of the forty schools 

and each of the school's principals was purposefully selected and identified as moving 

toward a democratic school. Figure 2 describes the criteria used to determine if a 

school is restructuring and moving in a democratic direction. 
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(1) Are the faculty and principal rarely satisfied with regard to the teaching and 
learning taking place in the school? 

(2) Do faculty members supervise and guide one another, plan courses together, and 
work in coordination? 

(3) Are faculty members treated as colleagues of administrators and others involved in 
school decisions and actions? 

(4) Do faculty members, administrators, and others in the school establish norms of 
collegiality for discussing and debating the big questions about how to constantly 
renew and improve the educational environment for all students? 

(5) Does the school constandy seek, produce, and consume information and view 
educational change as a continuing process, not an event? 
•Democratic schools criteria was adapted from the successful schools literature presented by Glickman, 1993. 

Figure 2: Criteria for Democratic Schools' 

Each of the forty schools selected for this study met at least 3 of the 5 criteria listed 

in Figure 2. 

Although the questions were not specifically asked of each principal and 

faculty, the researcher determined if the school was moving in the direction of 

democratic school governance and principles on the basis of the researchers" 

discussions about the school with the principal and faculty. In addition. 20 other 

schools were not included in the sample due to the researcher's perception of their 

inability to satisfy at least 3 of the 5 criteria. 

The 40 principal participants represented schools from rural, urban and 

suburban settings. Fourteen principals were female and 26 were male. Schools 

included 22 elementary, 10 middle, and 8 high schools from the following states: 
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California, Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New 

York. Oklahoma, Tennessee. Texas and Vermont. 

Data Collection 

Much of the data for this research was collected through audiotaped entries 

made by principals throughout what they predicted, and ultimately perceived, to be a 

typical school day. Additionally, principal and faculty interviews and direct 

observations were made by the researcher at ten of the schools. The researcher's 

fieldnotes were helpful to draw connections between observed behaviors and their 

relationship to the study's focus. Audiotaping, personal interviews, and in-school 

observations were conducted over a two-year period from 1992-1994. 

Audiotaped Entries 

Principals were asked to tape record immediate reactions, feelings, and 

thoughts throughout a typical school day. After tapes were transcribed, principals 

were asked to read their transcript, check for accuracy, and clarify descriptions of 

events for the researcher. This clarification stage helped the researcher to accurately 

identify empowering principal behaviors. In looking at the study's third research 

question, audiotapes were then analyzed using the Mark II Voice Stress Analyzer to 

determine and measure principal stress. 
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On-site Visits 

Although unable to interview and observe all principals in the sample, the 

researcher did choose 10 democratic schools to visit on the basis of recommendations 

by the United States Department of Education's National Advisory Council on 

Educational Research and Improvement (see Appendix). Each on-site visit lasted 

between two and three days. During each visit the researcher spent time observing the 

principal in action; he discussed successful and unsuccessful school practices with 

principals, teachers, staff, and parents; and he documented empowering leadership 

behaviors and obstacles to empowerment. Using these varied sources of data 

discussed in this section constituted a process of triangulation (Goetz & LeCompte. 

1984) that helped the researcher establish confidence in identifying particular 

empowering behaviors. 

Data Analysis 

As a result of the data gathering stages described above, data from the variety 

of sources (observations, interviews, transcripts of a typical day, and researcher 

fieldnotes) were assembled into a usable body of data for analysis. 

The data was analyzed in two distinct phases. Throughout the first phase, 

over 150 hours of the daily audio taped entries and related transcripts describing the 

principal's day were analyzed for the following purposes: (1) to satisfy the criteria 

for their inclusion in the sample; (2) to identify empowering leadership behaviors; (3) 

to identify obstacles encountered by empowering principals; (4) to record the degree 
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of stress caused by those obstacles as measured by the Mark II Vocal Stress Analyzer. 

Collected data relevant to the first three purposes provided a precursory view 

of general empowering behaviors and obstacles occurring in democratic schools. 

Then, the Framework of Democratic Education (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995) and 

the Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior (Reitzug, 1994) 

were used as an a priori heuristic for data analysis. 

Constas (1992) contributes support for the use of a priori frameworks in 

qualitative data analysis. When examining the coding of data, Constas (1992) 

concludes: 

Researchers who attempt to build on the discoveries of research 
conducted in situations and on topics similar to the ones they are 
investigating may refer to research or published works in the relevant 
area. Categories are then derived from statements or conclusions found 
in the literature of other researchers who investigated a similar 
phenomenon, (p. 258) 

The fourth purpose in this first phase of the study sought to identify the degree 

of principal stress as measured by the Mark II Voice Stress Analyzer. This aspect of 

the study is described in the final section of this chapter. 

In the second phase of data analysis, empowering behaviors described in the 

transcripts, observations, and interviews were extracted, coded, and subsequently 

analyzed following O'Hair and McLaughlin's (1995) Framework for Democratic 

Schools and Reitzug's (1994) Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal 

Behavior. Each week, the researcher reconstructed his field notes in order to: (1) 

detail emergent categories; (2) advance working characteristics about empowering 

behaviors and obstacles; (3) generate new questions and refine old questions to guide 
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participants' and the researcher's dialogues during on-site visits; and (4) generate 

further data. The researcher developed strong confidence in the categories (framed by 

the guiding research questions) because they continually emerged and were constantly 

reformulated by the data. 

Throughout each phase of data analysis, the researcher was guided by the 

constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), which speaks to a constant 

and continual process of comparing and analyzing data. In doing so. initial 

interpretations that identified empowering principal behaviors were generated, 

examined, and verified. The researcher was able to observe empowering behaviors 

and obstacles unfold across time, to record some of the interactions, to interview and 

reinterview participants, and to observe the on-going day-to-day empowering 

leadership behaviors that principals engage in with teachers, students, parents, and 

colleagues. 

Measurement Apparatus: Characteristics of the Mark II Vocal 
Stress Analyzer 

In order to clarify obstacles to empowering leadership behaviors, the 

researcher examined the physiological stress levels of principal participants in the 

study. In systematically examining changing principal roles and occupational stress 

while attempting to avoid an "over-reliance" on self-report data and anecdotal 

commentaries, this aspect of the study focused on physiological measures of stress in 

a principal's typical school day. Rather than respond to interview questions, 

principals were asked to tape record their feelings, reactions, and behaviors regarding 
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individuals and events that they encountered during the course of a typical day at 

school. 

In the past, interest in stress by educational researchers has focused mainly on 

self-report measures. As Bredeson (1993) states, "It would be difficult to find more 

reliable data than the principals' own words on what they were experiencing in their 

professional work lives" (p. 35). He also cautions researchers to be careful of over 

relying on self-report data without additional validating measures. Self-report 

measures may not be as valid when used in isolation, particularly when examining 

principal stress. 

As school leaders, principals have been conditioned by the very nature of the 

job to respond to probing questions from individuals perceived as "outside" the 

organization by projecting a positive school and school district image at all times. 

Training in public relations and political astuteness may reduce the quality of 

self-reported data on stress. If researchers wish to obtain accurate information 

concerning principal occupational stress during school restructuring, additional 

methods that measure stress must be employed. 

In this study, each principal's audiotaped entry was graphically measured by 

the Mark II Voice Stress Analyzer. All participants' descriptions of a typical school 

day were analyzed using the Mark II technique which generates a graph of stress 

levels corresponding to the utterances of the participants. The calibration of the Mark 

II was set for a stress value range of 0 to 160. Since the same tape recorder was 

utilized for each participant in the study, the calibration adjustment was very slight for 
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any one participant. Only slight calibration adjustments were necessary due to the 

change in location of each recorded entry. The researcher was trained and 

knowledgeable as to the proper operation of the voice analyzer. 

Without going into elaborate detail, the following points highlight how the 

Mark II Voice Stress analyzer was used for purposes of identifying and qualifying 

stress levels of principal participants in this study: (1) each recorded utterance 

triggers a "spike" or level of vocal stress that was present in the voice at the time of 

the utterance; (2) spike readings of 125 or above indicated a level of high stress in 

regard to the "utterance" describing an event or encounter during the course of the 

principal's day; (3) when the identified stressor related to obstacles to empowering 

leadership behavior, the stressful event or encounter was noted as an appropriate 

response to Research Question 3; and (4) for these analyses, all recorded stress levels 

(spikes) above 140 for each participant are listed. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

In this chapter, the discussion of study findings is organized around the types 

of empowering leadership behaviors, obstacles to empowering, and stressors for 

empowering leaders. Findings are discussed in relationship to the three guiding 

research questions: 

(1) What are examples of empowering behaviors that principals in 
democratic schools employ to encourage teachers to take an active role 
in school leadership? 

(2) What obstacles do empowering principals encounter? 

(3) How stressful are those obstacles for principals? 

Types of Empowering Leadership Behaviors 

Empowering behaviors identified in the study include the following: (1) 

modeling inclusion and collaboration, (2) serving the community, (3) sharing the big 

picture, (4) developing common beliefs about learning, (5) increasing outside 

information, (6) connecdng teaching and learning, (7) highlighting successes in 

teaching and learning, (8) demonstrating a caring community, (9) building trust 

through communication, (10) facilitating change, and (11) empowering student 

leaders. Although other empowering behaviors might exist, the above behaviors 

represent those which this researcher found to be the most significant. The 

empowering behaviors identified in this study extend Reitzug's (1994) Developmental 

46 
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Taxonomy of Principal Empowering Behavior which identified the behavioral 

characteristics of an empowering behavior leader as supporter, facilitator, and 

provider of possibilities or choices (Reitzug, 1994). 

As a result of this research, each empowering behavior is discussed separately 

in Tables 3 - 1 3 . The findings are organized according to the empowering principal 

leadership behavior, purpose of the behavior, brief descriptors of the behavior, and 

examples of the behavior. Each school where an example of a particular 

empowering principal behavior was observed is identified by an abbreviation of the 

state in which the school is located, and an abbreviation describing the school's grade 

levels. For example, (TX Middle) indicates that the particular empowering principal 

behavior was observed in a Texas middle school. 
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Table 3 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Modeling Inclusion and Collaboration 

Purpose: To modeling democratic principles of inclusion, collaboration, and shared 
decision making. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Modeling inclusion 
and collaboration 

Participating (not 
directing) as a 
Leader 

Sharing leaders/ 
Shared success 

Building a Team 
through Hiring as a 
Team 

Examining other 
frame of reference 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"Faculty and student opinions are sought after in both formal 
meetings and informal discussions to enable a school climate of 
participation and ownership. Virtually every committee meeting, 
classroom exercise, and extracurricular gathering in our school 
features inclusion not exclusion." (TX Middle) 

"Participatory management requires people to share, discuss and buy 
into the process ... that is why it is important to have committees to 
allow the process to occur ... leads us to consensus of the populace 
... although not necessarily a consensus of everybody ... 1 dont 
think you ever do that." (OK HS) 

"Our school is based upon the singular leadership principle which 
one of our veteran teachers echoed in today's team meeting: '... all 
things are possible so long as no one worries about who gets the 
credit.'" (TX Middle) 

"We are hiring a teacher today in 1st grade ... in just a moment I 
will contact the person who received that job. I will also contact the 
other five candidates who did not. The decision was reached by a 
committee. We have a committee that makes recommendations for 
hiring ... Students are also involved ... I have found them very, 
very helpful. One of our other committees is the School Climate 
Committee which recommends policy and program ideas about 
everything from discipline to campus clean-up." (OK Elem) 

"Critical response to things ... we walk in each other's shoes, so we 
will look at it from the parental point of view and in the community 
we try to see things from the teacher's or staff's point of view." 
(OK HS) 
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Table 4 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Serving the Community 

Purpose: To facilitate public service opportunities for teachers and students and to 
better serve constituents through school offerings and activities for parents and their 
children. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Demonstrating the 
relevance of learning 

Actively involved in 
community service 

Extending the 
academic day with 
childcare/classroom 
learning services 

Providing learning 
opportunities for 
parents 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"If our outreach program can show one child that he or she can 
make a difference by tutoring, counseling or helping someone here 
at school or out there in the city — then we've got'em hooked." 
(NY HS) 

"Community service is a big part of our school. It becomes a way 
of life for our students - not some thing that one might do 
someday if one has the time. Community service is demonstrated 
and modeled in all that we do at school." (CT HS) 

"These services support the family by making it possible for 
people to work without worrying because they know their children 
are involved in constructive learning." (TN K-8) 

"We have a wing in our school set up for parents only to teach 
them how to read - lots of moms come many who are trying to 
kick a habit ... They learn to read then they help their kids to read 
and are no longer threatened that they can't read themselves ... 
We do the same thing with computer literacy ... What a program 
... What a gift to their children." (MD Elem) 
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Table 5 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Sharing the Big Picture 

Purpose: To help others broaden their views of the school and students by examining 
the school's mission and why it exists. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Enlarging one's focus 
beyond one's 
academic discipline 

Connecting committee 
work to teaching and 
learning in the 
classroom and school 
and district goals 

Focus on the purpose 
of public education 
and not subgoals 

Refusing to rely on 
tradition 

Emphasizing global 
trends in strategic 
planning 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"We encourage faculty to share specialized knowledge with the 
school and think in terms of how what they have learned can 
benefit the school and move us closer towards our goals." (OK 
Elem) 

"Each Spring our teachers come together for a series of optional 
academic planning meetings to reassess, and at times, recreate 
much of the school's curriculum. The main questions we try to 
answer are what does an educated person do and look like at our 
school, and is he or she prepared for academic success in his or 
her future schools and over-all success in our global society." 
(NM Elem) 

"We try to keep a clear focus of the purpose of public education 
and avoid debating subgoals of education (whole language vs. 
phonics; more focus on basics vs. arts; etc....). We try to relate 
all public issues to producing graduates who can identify, 
analyze, and solve problems facing their local communities. In 
other words, we try to avoid issues that make us look 
fragmented, unclear, and unprofessional and above all else are 
not key to our purpose." (VT HS) 

"In our meetings at our school never is the question asked "How 
did we do things last year? ... but rather 'How can we do it this 
year and next year and do it better each time?'" (CA JH/HS) 

"A model for strategic planning is implemented by faculty 
members throughout the final semester and by students through 
discussion groups beginning in late winter. The planning sessions 
are begun by analyzing world conditions and trends past, present, 
and those projected for the future. In consideration of these 
trends, and the ongoing mission of the school, future school 
policies are shared and shaped." (TX Elem) 
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Table 6 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Developing Common Beliefs about Learning 

Purpose: To design a "learning covenant" which represents the school's teaching and 
learning principals designed to increase student learning (Glickman, 1993). 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Collectively developing 
common beliefs about 
learning 

Relating learning 
principles to real 
world 

Linking all we do in 
school to our beliefs 
about learning 

Constructing knowledge, 
integrating curriculum, 
and authentic assessment 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"The faculty, parents, students, and community members meet 
and discuss their most meaningful learning experience. Our 
purpose in doing this exercise is to develop a common beliefs 
statement which represents what we as a school community 
believe about learning. Ideally, we want to see our common 
beliefs statement enacted in every classroom." (VT Elem) 

"It is important to make each learning experience meaningful 
for students. At our school we developed our school aims 
around what we believe about learning and how student 
learning must be relevant to the real world." (CA HS) 

"At our school we operate everything we do based around 
what we believe about learning. Our faculty, staff, students, 
and parents have designed a learning covenant which 
represents our learning principles." (VT Elem) 

"Constructing knowledge, integrating the curriculum, and 
authentically assessing teaching and learning represent our key 
beliefs about education." (CT HS) 
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Table 7 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Increasing Outside Information 

Purpose: Unlocking outside information helps to link teachers with new knowledge 
which ultimately impacts teaching and learning. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Provider of outside 
knowledge 

Connector of new 
knowledge to school 
goals 

Synthesizer of new 
knowledge 

Models personal learning 
through collaboration 

Giving voice 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"In our school we strive to provide a systematic plan for accessing 
and retrieving information through the electronic bulletin board. We 
like to know what other successful schools are doing and avoid 
feeling isolated by site with little time for communication with 
colleagues across and between schools." (VT HS) 

"As a faculty, we constantly seek new information to help us improve 
instruction in our school. It is not enough that one or two people 
have gained from attending a workshop or conference We encourage 
everyone to share new knowledge by connecting it to existing 
structures or district goals or else connecting new knowledge gained 
to challenge the norms of existing structures." (VT Middle) 

"Our school is developing an on-line database consisting of 
information synthesized and evaluated by faculty, staff, students, and 
community members on topics consistent with the school's aim and 
goals." (VTHS) 

"It is difficult for real learning to take place in isolation. We need 
each other to learn and grow professionally. Each Monday, we 
three high school principals have lunch together to share new ideas, 
educate, console and support each other. We share insights about 
students' families and offer suggestion about community programs 
that we can take part in or do together." (OK HS) 

"In every school, there are some people who constantly add their 
opinions to school discussions in a loud, dominating manner. These 
people have a clear voice in school issues, but they often add little 
knowledge. Others remain quite and relinquish their voices to more 
aggressive members. Often, lambs can become lions when given an 
opportunity to acquire information that others do not possess. For 
example, suddenly Mr. Smith speaks up and informs the loud and 
opinionated Mrs. Jones Tt is not true. We can change. I just 
returned from a visit to Clark School and their community is more 
traditional than ours, but they have been operating this way for three 
years. It can be done - I have seen it!"" (TX Elem) 
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Table 8 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Connecting Teaching and Learning 

Purpose: Empowering behaviors connect teaching and learning in the classroom to 
individuals, community, and school and district goals. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Encouraging the 
process and product 
of goal-setdng 

Connecting school 
purpose with 
practice 

Educating public on 
purpose of schools 
in 
a democracy 

Relating teaching 
and learning to help 
solve community 
problems 

Roundtable 
community 
discussion about 
education 

Discussing school 
goals witli 
community 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"We view goal attainment as a process and try to examine our movement 
towards our goals. The faculty has developed a system that uses ponfolios 
to highlight movement toward goals. In addition, we place an icon 
representing each of our goals to help keep us focused and on track with our 
work." (VTElem) 

"At our school we do not tell others who chose not to be involved with the 
strategic plaiming process about our school's aim and goals but adopt a three 
step process designed to involve everyone: (a) explain and demonstrate, (b) 
allow faculty time to role play, reflect through practice, and receive 
feedback necessary to begin to internalize the goals; and (c) get people 
involved in ongoing meedngs where they share, brainstorm, and revise the 
use of the new goals." (VT Middle) 

"We focus on educating the public about the purpose of public schools and 
on the role of public schools in a democratic society. In other words, we 
start at the beginning ~ the most fundamental concept 'Education as 
Democracy: Promise of American Public Schools.'" (MA K-12) 

"Relevancy of learning is key. We begin to highlight success in teaching 
and learning that represent relevancy of learning to solving problems facing 
one's immediate community." (NY Elem) 

"We organize roundtable discussions with community and school members 
about our goals. We ask community members to go back to their civic 
groups and lead discussions about school and district goals. The more 
people involved the better. We gain a lot through these discussions. Our 
first roundtable discussion was organized by the history teachers and focused 
on the role of schools as protectors and instigators of a democracy." (VT 
HS) 

"Discussions on connecdng the lessons of die classroom to the realities of 
life are constant topics of discussion. Themes of construcdng knowledge, 
connecting the curriculum, and audiendc assessment of learning and 
instrucdon need to be constandy communicated among every level within 
our school. All school members must demonstrate through their acnons that 
learning is viewed as goal-oriented, both an individual and cooperative 
venture, and connected to the real world." (VT HS) 
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Table 9 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Highlighting Successes in Teaching and Learning 

Purpose: To build internal morale, public awareness, and private sector support. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Recognizing successes 
in teaching and learning 

Remembering the 
litde things 

Rewarding teachers 
as a team 

Recognizing and 
pursuing fundraising 
opportunities 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"We need to go public with a new rationale for why teaching 
is so fundamental to the future of a democratic society. 
Most achievements go unnoticed with only the negatives 
about schools constantly in the media. At our school we try 
to publicly recognize the good points or achievements of 
different programs and students." (TX Elem) 

"We try to recognize the successes of the staff and students 
by celebrating the small and large things we accomplish." 
(CT Elem) 

"It's 6:45 a.m. and I just sat down at my desk. I always 
spend the first part of my day writing notes to people who 
have excelled in a special, kind, and effective way. 
Although now I try to write more notes to teaching teams or 
to teachers for their teamwork together." (OK Elem) 

"I met this morning with a local grocery store and print shop 
to see if they might want to adopt our school as a sponsor. 1 
told them about our recent success with "basal ball 
competition' which they read about in the paper. The 
good press should help our cause. We need help with 
snacks for kids and help with our paper and printing 
budget." (OK K-8) 
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Table 10 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Demonstrating a Caring Community 

Purpose: To demonstrate a genuine caring about students and faculty as individuals 
through personal attributes of empathy and enthusiasm. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Talking about personal 
issues 

Modeling (how I would 
want my own children 
to be treated) 

Creating a warm, caring 
school climate 

Accepting, respecting, 
and supporting needs of 
all students 

Humanizing, 
participating in, and 
learning from the 
e\aluation process 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"I just finished some conversations with several teachers. A fun part of my 
job is talking to them. We have some really neat teachers on our staff. Just 
having this many people hear there is sadness in their lives which is kind of 
representative of this society. One teacher is going through a divorce, and 
I'm glad that I could be there to help since I have some experience with that." 
(OK HS) 

"Talked with two boys about writing "hate" notes. I was firm, and direct. I 
used my counseling skills. I'm always thinking, 'How would I want my oun 
children to be treated.' One word, one moment, one person can be 
remembered an entire lifetime." (NY Elem) 

That smdents will remember how you treated them long after they may forget 
what you taught them." (TX Elem) 

"I started my speech for the PTA general meeting. I want to be positive and 
upbeat as well as give our vision and philosophy. I want to create a warm, 
caring, and non-threatening environment for all parents and smdents." (OK 
Elem) 

"We have a kindergarten smdent who has no speech or language, is not potty 
trained, has seizures and can be very violent. His guardian has no way to get 
him to school in the morning. What we do is take one of our small buses 
after it has dropped smdents off, and I go with the bus driver and we pick the 
child up and bring him to school. Getting him on the bus and holding on to 
him without him either hurting the bus driver or myself has been a little bit of 
a challenge, but I can see we're beginning to make some improvements. We 
have a very, very good special service program here. I'm actually excited 
about having the child here ... I feel Uke this particular child, a lot of his 
problems are as a result of his environment. So we're going to be in a unique 
position ... taking the child from the ground up. And that's exciting for any 
educator to get diat opporUinity." (OK Elem) 

"I will try to walk through the building twice in the morning ... a lot of 
times, when I will step into the classroom I'll end up being involved in 
whatever's going on and acuially helping out with the class with whatever's 
taking place. It's something that's the highlight of my day, to get to walk 
through the building and go visit the different classrooms. 1 think the 
evaluation process and the observation process that administrators have to go 
through is exactly what they make it. For me, it's something that 1 really 
enjoy. Watching the classes and interacting with the kids and teachers is a lot 
of fun. I learn as much from the process as the teachers." (OK Elem) 
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Table 11 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Building Trust through Communication 

Purpose: To continually focus on team building through communication Skills - you 
cannot have students as continuous learners and effective collaborators, without 
teachers, principals, and staff having these same characteristics (Sarason, 1990). 
Empowering leadership behaviors stress the importance of effective communication in 
building trust, developing collegial relationships, and enhancing personal learning. 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Communicating trust 

Developing collegial 
relationships 

Enhancing personal 
learning 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"I just met with our faculty to set goals for the next year. We all agreed 
the future is in our hands... One fifth grade teacher remarked that we 
each have the freedom to do something special as a team ...." (TX 
Elem) 

"I just left the main hallway where I was stopped by two teachers w ho 
are leaving for a two day workshop tomorrow. They asked uho their 
subs would be so they could call them tonight. They are excited about 
getting away, but didn't want their kids to get bored or fall behind." 
(CA K-8) 

"The faculty decided to focus on improving communication. We 
provided staff development that focuses on improved communication 
designed to increases team building, collaboration, and involvement. 
Our communication improvement emphasizes listening, nonverbal 
communication styles, methods of resolving interpersonal conflict, and 
group process and facilitation skills." (VT HS) 

Strategic listening "Two second graders were brought to the office. They had been 
shoving each other on the stairway that goes down into the computer lab. 
They had been warned about this before so they were brought into the 
office. I listened to their very honest description of what transpired. I 
asked them about alternative behaviors. I let them set their own 
consequences, and will follow-up with them at another counseling' 
listening session after their penalty is over." (OK Elem) 

Improving 
conununication among 
school committees 

"We have worked hard to improve the lines of communication among 
departments, committees, and subject area teachers. We saw a need for 
direct lines of communication or horizontal communication between 
faculty and staff that shared common problems but ne\'er had an 
opportunity to talk. We provide the time to share, reflect, and act on 
common needs." (VT Middle) 
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Table 12 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Facilitating Change 

Purpose: To develop an understanding of the change process and facilitate 
meaningful school change empowers all of the major participants and raises their 
feelings of efficacy and responsibility for the outcomes of the school (Sergiovanni, 
1990). 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Reducing control in 
school change 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

Empowering 
discussion for future 
change 

Testing "givens" in 
the hypothesis for 
change 

Expanding the 
sources and designs 
for growth and 
change 

"I just gave the library budget process to the media resources 
committee. I learned today that enthusiasm cannot be delegated 
without some delegation of shared power and responsibility. As a 
member of our committee for change, I want to be careful not to 
overindulge myself trying to ramrod an idea I might favor. I want 
to be a good listener ... to share in a direction or process that 
would be beneficial for the school, and maybe use it as a model for 
the state." (CT HS) 

"In our meeting this afternoon our discussion centered around what 
students and teachers believe our ideal school would look like; what 
the barriers are to keeping the ideal from taking place: and 
importandy, how can we overcome those to go in the directions 
that are collectively called for." (MA HS) 

"In October, our Challenge Committee will lead us through a 
review of our mission statement where teachers and students will 
decide if it really fits us ... or if we really fit it." (CA K-8) 

"It is a pain somedmes ... but a big part of the leadership process 
is what happened in our retreat: we reassessed everything based on 
an informal response from our new program committee ... this led 
to a team of teachers totally revising an integrated curriculum for 
fifth and sixth, and to students, teachers, and parents creating a 
new environmental and drug program for our school and 
surrounding neighborhood." (TX Elem) 
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Table 13 

Empowering Principal Behavior: Empowering Student Leaders 

Purpose: To developing leadership skills in students by modeling democratic 
principles at school 

Behavior 
Descriptors 

Supports experiential 
learning 

Encourages realism 
in the classroom 

Creates opportunities 
for peer counseling and 
tutoring 

Empowering Behavior Examples 

"Our belief is turning people loose with ideas as long as it benefits our 
kids. As a result, teachers, students, and parents have built a \er\ 
exciting addidon to our campus called 'Main Street' with student-run 
art studios, pottery shops, wood-working and furniture stores, and even 
a stock brokerage area. In all of them, the students learn by leading 
and doing ... and parents and teachers are simply members of their 
teams." (CO K-8) 

"The other thing we started last year, emphasizing writing skills, was a 
school newspaper. Some were skeptical ~ our third grade does it— and 
I don't really feel like a lot of people thought a third grade group of 
kids would be able to produce a student newspaper. After the first two 
issues, I don't think there's a doubt in anyone's mind. We went out 
and got scrapped computers. In the software program, the students 
used one that we built and the kids started the Children's Publishing 
Center and fi^om the sale of their first paper it's been self-supporting. 
They buy the paper. They pay for the printing. Anything that they 
need, they get from the sale of their paper. They run it just like a 
business. They advertise, they go to the high school and even to 
businesses. So we've integrated not only writing skills but math skills. 
They have to keep books. They were having an editorial staff meeting, 
trying to come up with an outline for the next paper. I'm really 
amazed how advanced their decision-making skills are. Their writing 
and math skills have improved remarkably." (CT Elem) 

"Our older students share in the futures of their younger schoolmates 
through helping them with their math, science or with their personal 
problems. If an older peer tutor gets in trouble with a teacher all I ask 
the student in question is how would you have felt or what would you 
have done if one of the students you teach or counsel did that to you? 
Through their experience as a tutor, and their response to my question, 
they develop a better understanding of where their own teacher is 
coming from ... when kids are empowered to help others their 
productivity increases and they're rarely in trouble ... they feel good 
about who they are." (TX Elem/JH) 
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In Reitzug's (1994) Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal 

Behavior, he identifies three categories of empowering principal behaviors: 

"support," "facilitation," and "possibility" (p. 292). Within the preceding tables (3-

13), this study presents six additional examples of empowering behaviors which 

further clarify Reitzug's original categories. Specifically, Reitzug's support category 

was further clarified by this study's empowering behavior descriptors of building trust 

through communication, and modeling inclusion and collaboration. Reitzug's 

facilitation category was further clarified by this study's empowering behavior 

descriptors of connecting teaching and learning, highlighting successes in teaching and 

learning, and facilitating change. Finally, Reitzug's possibility category was further 

clarified by this study's empowering behavior descriptor of increasing outside 

information. Perhaps more significantly, this study identified five new empowering 

leadership behaviors which are essentially distinct and independent of Reitzug's work. 

These new behaviors are as follows: serving the community, sharing the big picture, 

developing common beliefs about learning, demonstrating a caring community, and 

empowering student leaders. 

Obstacles to Empowering 

In relation to Research Question 2. seven obstacles to empowering principal 

behaviors surfaced overwhelmingly in the findings. The obstacles include time, 

isolation, fear of risk-taking, communication, technology, connectedness, and 

powerlessness and frustration. Of these, two (isolation and communication) are 
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comparable to obstacles faced by principals in traditional schools (Cuban, 1988: 

Thurston et al., 1993). However, this research disclosed at least four additional 

obstacles common to principals in democratic schools. These four obstacles are fear 

of risk-taking, technology, connectedness, and powerlessness and frustration. 

Descriptors and characteristics of each of these seven obstacles are highlighted 

below. Unless the obstacle is identified as a direct quotation from a particular 

principal, each obstacle described in this section was identified by the researcher as a 

result of: interviews, observations, and the researcher's fieldnotes. 

Obstacle 1: Time 

The first obstacle to empowering was time. Principals and faculty constantly 

reported that time was an obstacle to school change. As one teacher stated: "There is 

not enough time in the school day for us to meet, reflect, process, and exchange 

information about teaching and learning issues" (VT Elem). 

Obstacle 2: Isolation 

Isolation was a consistent obstacle to empowering teachers. Teachers have 

operated for years in isolation with little interaction between themselves or the 

administration. As principals and teachers begin relinquishing personal autonomy for 

collective school autonomy, they discover that the traditions of isolation are often so 

ingrained that working collaboratively may be difficult. Specific isolation obstacles 

included: 
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• Physical structure of schools are designed to keep people apart; 

• Emphasis is on individual academic disciplines rather than interdisciplinary 

collaboration. Information picked up at conferences/workshops is in the 

context of one's individual role, not in the context of the entire school or 

district; 

• Support staff are often not included in meetings and thus feel isolated; 

• Isolation exists from the vast knowledge base on good teaching and learning-

often information is not tailored or packaged to address specific school 

concerns; 

A lack of understanding exists about different programs and services available in the 

school district. A good example is programs linking external agencies and schools. 

Most school faculty do not understand the benefits of the program or take advantage 

of the wealth of valuable information about students and families that is available. 

Developing interagency and interprofessional partnerships is a must for school 

districts. 

Obstacle 3: Fear of Risk-Taking 

The fear of risk taking is characterized as an obstacle. Some faculty were 

comfortable with the norms of isolation and separation found in traditional schools 

and resisted the transition into democratic schools. These faculty refused to question 

the norms of existing practice and chose to "just fit in." 
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Risk-taking for teachers requires that they give up some personal autonomy in 

their classrooms for collective school autonomy. Risk-taking for principals 

requires that they give up some personal autonomy for the school and support 

collective school autonomy of faculty. 

Risk-taking requires the opening of doors and inviting others to share about 

teaching and learning. 

Trusting others to do a good job requires risk-taking. As one principal states, 

"the more that I involve others in decision-making, the less knowledgeable I 

feel about everything that is going on. Trusting others to do a good job is 

often frightening." (OK HS) 

Obstacle 4: Communication 

Often, trust is developed often as a result of good interpersonal communication 

skills. If communication is lacking or unclear, trust rarely exists. 

• Unclear expectations reduce the effectiveness of organizational relationships. 

Most expectations remain unspoken until they are violated, and then we react 

with frustration, anger, suspicion, and withdrawal of our trust. 

• Too many changes occurring within the school too quickly. Communicating 

the purpose of changes are unclear. 

• Overreliance on informal networks or the grapevine is exclusive rather than 

inclusive. 

• Interpersonal conflicts and turf battles are obstacles to empowering. 
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Obstacle 5: Technology 

Technology is an area in which principals and teachers strongly empower 

others. Technology holds the key to empowering others through making connections 

with the outside world and community. 

• Lack of computers and modems to link all classrooms throughout the school 

and school district. 

• Lack of training for principals and teachers regarding technology. 

• Perception exists that "only people with power" have a computer and access to 

various networks. 

Obstacle 6: Connectedness 

This obstacle focuses on the ability to see things as connected. Connectedness 

communicates trust, relevancy, and life-long learning. When teachers cannot make 

the connection between school change initiatives and reforms and their classrooms, 

most changes fail. 

• School is criticized for having too many initiatives without a clear focus, for 

lacking coordination between different initiatives, and for lacking of long-term 

follow-up and commitment to any given initiative and reform. 

• The school must relate school goals to individuals. Making connections are 

key to establishing relevancy and motivation. One example is to connect 

committee work to improved teaching and learning. Staff must see the fruits 
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of their labor. Meaningfulness of committee work must be demonstrated 

constandy. 

Obstacle 7: Powerlessness and Frustration: Hostage to Fate 

Principals often feel overwhelmed by unplanned obstacles. The following 

quotes from principals describe feelings of powerlessness and frustration they often 

feel: 

• "I knew that parent was going to appeal over me. Plus I still had to 

reinvestigate the fight-which will take a lot of time~and I will not be in the 

office tomorrow. And I have just had it! Perhaps there is an opening for a 

hole cutter at Dunkin Donuts." (OK Middle) 

• "I arrived at school at 8:00 a.m. As I walked in the door, I had a call from a 

police lieutenant who had just clocked one of the buses speeding. As I got off 

the telephone, there were two teachers waiting to see me. One had a question 

about when some paperwork on pre/post tests was due back to ISC. The other 

was clarifying when I would be taking one of his students to record a 

television show. I printed out a list of interview questions for the students 

who would be on the television program. While these printed, I talked to the 

bus driver about speeding." (OK HS) 

• "It is now 8:13 a.m., a custodian told me that his stepdad just died and that he 

needs to go home A science teacher told me that this is the day the 

department has duty and four science teachers are out. I need to work on 
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covering her duty ... the assistant principal is stress eating and is having potato 

chips at 8:10 and I am concerned about her too .... I talked to the office aide 

who has seizures and a brain tumor. He told me about his birthday yesterday. 

He had another seizure today. I worry about him. I hope he can make it 

through the year" (OK HS) 

In response to the second research question, findings from this sections study 

helped identify seven obstacles which democratic principals may encounter when 

attempting to empower others within their schools. These seven obstacles are as 

follows: time, isolation, fear of risk taking, communication, technology, 

connectedness, and powerlessness and frustration: a hostage to fate. 

These findings point to relationships between obstacles and the previously 

identified empowering leadership behaviors. Examples for each of these relationships 

are shown below. The obstacle of time-which was characterized in this chapter as a 

shortage of time for principals and teachers to meet, reflect, process and exchange 

ideas about teaching and learning-is a definite hindrance to the empowering 

leadership behavior of "developing common beliefs about learning" described in Table 

5. The obstacle of isolation ~ which was described by a democratic principal as 

being isolated from a knowledge base featuring ideas relating to good teaching and 

learning—prevents school personnel from participating in the empowering leadership 

behavior of "sharing the big picture" discussed in Table 4. Similarly, the obstacle of 

fear of risk taking-which is explained as the fear on the part of principals and 

teachers to give up the autonomy of their leading and teaching respectively, in order 
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to share in the dynamics of school-wide issues—may serve as a barrier to the 

empowering leadership behavior of "modeling inclusion and collaboration" identified 

in Table 2. The obstacle of communication-which is portrayed as occurring when 

too many changes occur too quickly without the purposes of the changes being clearly 

communicated—could be a detriment to the empowering leadership behavior of 

"building trust through communication" described in Table 11. The obstacle of 

technology or the lack there of—as it relates to the absence of computers and a school-

wide or district-wide network—in many ways reduces the potential of the empowering 

leadership behavior of "increasing outside information" identified in Table 7. The 

obstacle of connectedness-which is exemplified when teachers are unable to make the 

connection between school change and classroom reform or student learning-often 

neglects the empowering leadership behaviors which concerns "serving the 

community" (Table 4) or "empowering student leaders" (Table 14). Finally, the 

obstacle of "powerlessness and frustration: hostage to fate"-which reflects the 

vulnerability of a principal to a day of unpredictability regarding the human events of 

those people within and related to the school's community-may well prevent the 

empowering behavior of "demonstrating a caring community" as it is portrayed in 

Table 10. 

Stressors for Empowering Principals 

Pursuant to Research Question 3, findings of principal stress are presented as 

they relate to obstacles to empowering leadership behavior in democratic schools. 
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Table 14 provides examples of principal stressors with vocal stress spike readings 

indicating a mean of 140 or above. The stress categories that emerged were time, 

listening, support, managing more with less, fiscal constraints, trusting others, 

technology, dialogue, critical study, students first, systemic reform, complaining 

without action, view of teachers, refusal to participate and educators as part-time 

lawyers. 

Some of the stressors identified in relation to the third research question (as 

noted in Table 14) bear close connectedness to the seven obstacles noted in the 

previous section. However, rather than trying to correlate individual stressors with 

obstacles categories, it is probably more valuable to look at these stressors as 

microcosmic conditions which principals might feel better able to manage. For 

example, one principal in a democratic school turned the stressor of technology (or 

lack thereof) into an opportunity to seek private sector support which ultimately 

funded a new computer-writing lab in his school. 
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Principal Stress and Obstacles to Empowerment 
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Stressor 

Time 

Listening 

Support 

Managing More 
with Less 

Fiscal Constraints 

Trustmg Others 

Technology 

Dialogue 

Critical Study 

Students Fu-st 

Systemic Reform 

Complaining 
widiout Action 

View of Teachers 

Refusal to 
Participate 

Educators not Part-
time Lawyers 

Example 

Not enough tune for us to meet, reflect, process and 
exchange information about teaching and learning. 

Talking less and listening more in meetings; allowmg 
others to assume leadership on key projects. 

Allowmg teachers to grow by supporting them when they 
make good decisions and when they make poor decisions. 

Managing more information with less time to properly 
synthesize and evaluate it. 

Financial resources decreasmg while demands mcrease. 

Trusting others to do a good job is often frightening. 

Restricted access to technology and networks. 

Lack of professional dialogue about how to improve 
teaching and learning. 

Lack of careful study before making changes. 

Do we always consider "Is this the best decision for kids?" 
before making decisions. 

Enforcmg more of what is not working, (i.e. standardized 
testmg, ciuriculum alignment etc.) 

Complaining about the current educational system without 
domg anythmg about it 

Unless the people who are closest to the smdents are given 
the responsibility and authority, meaningful school change 
will not occur. 

Teachers not taking advantage of shared-governance 
oppormnities, yet continuing to complain about decisions 
made without their input. 

Approachmg every thing that we do m school like we are 
evenmally going to have to face it m a court of law or 
defend h in a court of law. That's a shame. I'm not really 
sure how we ended up in a position like that. "We are 
educators not part-time lawyers." (OK HS) 

Vocal Stress 
Mean 

160 + 

140 

152 

150 

160 

150 

140 

154 

160 

140 

150 

158 

140 

150 

156 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

There are three principle aims of this chapter: (1) to summarize the study, 

(2) to discuss implications for theory-building and research, practice, and principal 

preparation programs; and (3) to provide recommendations for future research. 

Summary of Study 

Expanding on the work of Reitzug (1994), the primary purpose of this study is 

to provide empirical examples of empowering principal behavior that inform 

educational practice. Specifically, the behaviors that principals in democratic schools 

consistently exhibit are ones which: (1) empower others to focus on school-wide 

issues; (2) model democratic decision-making for students: (3) focus on the purpose 

of public schools in a democratic society; (4) understand the leader's role as supporter 

and facilitator; and (5) internalize the change process. Both the empowerment 

literature and the literature on alternative conceptions of administrative leadership 

behavior are long on theory and short on empirical examples that inform practice. 

With theory-practice connections scarce, this study seeks to enrich the knowledge base 

by providing empirical examples of empowering principal behaviors, obstacles to 

empowerment, and principal stressors in democratic schools. Specifically, this study 

identified and attempted to answer three research questions: 

69 
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(1) What are examples of empowering behaviors that principals in 
democratic schools employ to encourage teachers to take an active role 
in school leadership? 

(2) What obstacles do empowering principals encounter? 

(3) How stressful are those obstacles for principals? 

The study was conducted from the interpretivist paradigm and used both 

qualitative research methodology. Forty principals from democratic schools 

representing rural, urban and suburban settings were included in the sample. 

Fourteen principals were female and 26 were male. This study included 22 

elementary, 10 middle, and 8 high schools from the following states: California, 

Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York. 

Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Vermont. The data were collected through 

audiotaped entries made by principals throughout a typical day. Additionally, 

principal and faculty interviews and direct observations were made at ten schools. 

The researcher's fieldnotes were helpful to draw connections between observed 

behaviors and their relationship to the study's focus. Audiotaped entries by principals 

in addition to school observations and interviews were conducted over a two-year 

period. 

Results indicated the types of empowering principal behavior include: 

modeling inclusion and collaboration, serving the community, sharing the big picture, 

developing common beliefs about learning, increasing outside information, connecting 

teaching and learning, highlighting successes in teaching and learning, demonstrating 

a caring community, building trust through communication, facilitating change, and 
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empowering student leaders. These findings greatly extended Reitzug"s 

Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behaviors. He had identified 

three categories of empowering principal behavior: support, facilitation and 

possibility. Six of the empowering behavior examples disclosed by this study further 

clarified Reitzug's original categories. For example, building trust through 

communication, and modeling inclusion and collaboration further clarified Reitzug's 

support category. Similarly, connecting teaching and learning, highlighting successes 

in teaching and learning, and facilitating change further clarified Reitzug's facilitation 

category. Finally, the empowering behavior of increasing outside information further 

clarified Reitzug's possibility category. More significantly, this study identified five 

additional empowering leadership behaviors which are not directly reflected in 

Reitzug's taxonomy. These behaviors are as follows: serving the community, 

sharing the big picture, developing common beliefs about learning, building trust 

through communication, and empowering student leaders. 

In response to the second research question, obstacles to empowering 

behaviors which were identified are time, isolation, fear of risk-taking, 

communication, technology, connectedness, and powerlessness and frustration. These 

obstacles are directly related to empowering leadership behaviors identified in the first 

phase of this study. For example, the obstacle of time-which was characterized as a 

shortage of time for principals and teachers to meet, reflect and exchange ideas about 

teaching and learning-is a hindrance to the empowering leadership behavior of 

"developing common beliefs about learning." Similarly, the obstacle of 
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communication—which was portrayed as occurring when too many changes occur too 

quickly without their purposes being clearly communicated-might well be a detriment 

to the empowering leadership behavior of "building trust through communication." 

The third research question focused on conditions which cause stress for 

empowering principals. The principal stressors that emerged include: time, listening, 

support, managing more with less, fiscal constraints, trusting others, technology, 

dialogue, critical study, students first, systemic reform, complaining without action, 

view of teachers, refusal to participate and educator as part-time lawyer. 

Many of these stressors bear close connectedness to the seven obstacles 

identified in this study which confront principals in democratic schools. Rather than 

trying to correlate individual stressors with obstacles categories, it is probably more 

valuable to look at these stressors as microcosmic conditions which principals might 

feel better able to manage. For example, one principal in a democratic school turned 

the stressor of technology (or lack thereof) into an opportunity by sharing this 

perceived obstacle with members of the school community. Shortly, thereafter, 

financial support came from the school's parent community and the city's private 

sector which ultimately funded a new computer-writing lab in his school. As a 

result, both of the contributing constituencies continued on as empowered advocates 

of the school's community. 
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Implications 

In this section, the focus of the implications involve: (1) implications for 

theory-building and research, (2) implications for practice, and (3) implications for 

principal education programs. 

Implications for Theory-Building and Research 

This study extends for Reitzug's (1994) Developmental Taxonomy of 

Empowering Principal Behavior and O'Hair and McLaughlin's (1995) Framework for 

Democratic Education. Although the empowering behaviors identified in this study 

were not intended to be all-inclusive, they are expected to extend the theory and 

research by providing empirical examples of principal empowering behaviors, and 

obstacles to empowered leadership which create principal stress. Each theoretical 

framework is discussed below and specific implications are given. 

A Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal Behavior. The findings 

from this study extend Reitzug's (1994) empowering behaviors of support, facilitation, 

and provider of possibility. In addition to those empowering behaviors identified by 

Reitzug, findings from this study indicate that at least five additional empowering 

behavior categories exist: serving the community, sharing the big picture, developing 

common beliefs about learning, highlighting successes in teaching and learning, and 

empowering student leaders. 

Framework for Democratic Education. Key components of the Framework for 

Democratic Education (O'Hair & McLaughlin, 1995) were demonstrated by principals 
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in this study. Components consistent with the framework included: Demonstrating a 

caring community, facilitating change, building trust through communication, and 

connecting teaching and learning. While values and ethics were not identified as a 

separate category in this study as in the O'Hair & McLaughlin framework, the 

principals participating in this study clearly made decisions based on values. As 

stated by Hills (1975), "one cannot act on the basis of knowledge alone" (p. 17) .... 

behavior in the absence of values is litde more than "artificial posturing" (p. 16). 

Principals in democratic schools shift from the traditional "administration as a 

science" concept of educational administration to leadership as a "moral act" 

(Greenfield, 1988, p. 137). In this study, purposeful actions taken by principals 

demonstrated the guidance of values and ethical inquiry. 

Implications for Practice 

Three implications for practice may be concluded from the findings. First, 

obstacles and stressors for principals in democratic schools differed from obstacles 

and stressors for principals in traditional schools (O'Hair, 1994; O'Hair & Bastian, 

1993; O'Hair, White, Campbell & Purvis, 1993). Vocal stress analysis indicated that 

stressors for principals in traditional schools were reactive stressors, and principals 

reacted to external pressures such as standardized testing, gangs and school violence, 

and sharing authority, among others. By contrast, stressors for democratic principals 

involved removing barriers to developing a collaborative work environment such as 

the following: (1) providing time to reflect, analyze, and process information: (2) 
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improving listening-learning to listen more and talk less; (3) supporting others when 

they make good decisions as well as when they make poor decisions; (4) providing 

technology to connect schools to the outside world; (5) increasing dialogue about 

important issues involving teaching and learning; (6) developing a critical study 

process to help schools make informed decisions: (7) asking the question, "Is this the 

best decision for students?" and always keeping students first when making decisions; 

(8) reducing the complaining about education without action; (9) improving the view 

of teachers by the public; and (10) demonstrating shared governance and democratic 

principles by reducing non-participation. 

Consistent with traditional principal stressors were the following categories: 

(1) managing more with less and fiscal constraints, (2) trusting others to make good 

decisions, and (3) systemic reform issues representing top-down mandates and 

control. 

The second implication for practice involved the belief that not all stress is 

negative and that some stress may actually improve the performance of principals and 

teachers in democratic schools. For example, of the forty school principals, at least 

five reported feeling less stress as obstacles involving time, technology and 

communication were confronted. As those three obstacles presented themselves over 

a period of several days, one principal said, "I was also given an opportunity to 

delegate or share the problem with a colleague through a predetermined, community 

processed arrangement for dealing with those problems .... It lessened my fear and 

my burden of leadership because a group of us could carry it together." (CT HS) 
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The third implication for practice involves the use of empowering behaviors by 

traditional school principals. As principals in traditional schools struggle with 

relinquishing power by encouraging collaboration and shared decision making, 

specific examples of empowering leadership behaviors would be helpful. 

Implementing empowering leadership behaviors might help traditional principals 

reduce teacher isolation, develop collective autonomy while decreasing individual 

autonomy, develop trust and understanding, and improve interpersonal communication 

skills. Fullan (1993) identifies the importance of collaboration for personal learning 

as "without collaborative skills and relationships it is not possible to learn and to 

continue to learn as much as you need in order to be an agent for societal 

improvement" (p. 18). In other words, teachers and principals need one another to 

learn and to accomplish things. If schools are going to change, teachers must reduce 

isolation and develop collaborative working environments. Empirical examples of 

empowering behaviors reinforce leadership theory and practice connections and help 

develop collegial working relationships between principals and teachers. 

Implications for Principal Education Programs 

As principals in democratic schools demonstrate empowering leadership 

behaviors, leadership preparation programs in higher education must model the same 

behaviors for future administrators. Co-reform in schools and universities must occur 

simultaneously (Fullan, 1995; Glickman, Lunsford, & Szuminski, 1995) in order for 

democratic schools to become the norm while pushing traditional schools into the 
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minority (Goodlad, 1994). Traditional leadership preparation programs must 

reexamine their purpose and design to help develop school leaders for democratic 

schools. Murphy (1992) synthesizes the literature on change and leadership 

preparation programs and suggests that future educational leadership programs should 

focus on emphasizing the importance of values and ethics, understanding teaching and 

learning, developing inquiry skills, and understanding the human condition. Campbell 

et al. (1987) suggests that the goal of future school leadership preparation programs 

must involve "preparing the person" rather than "preparing the person for the role" 

(p. 192). Understanding empowering behaviors, obstacles, and stressors helps 

develop the person and not just the person for the role. 

Implications for Principal Stress and Gender Differences 
In Leadership Styles 

Gender differences in leadership styles are documented in the literature 

(O'Hair & Bastian, 1993). For example, role changes, and shifting from an 

authoritarian leadership style to a democratic leadership style, caused stress with male 

principals (O'Hair et al., 1993). This finding is consistent with the Eagly, Karau, 

and Johnson (1992) study which used meta-analytic methods to review 50 studies that 

compared the leadership styles and gender differences of principals in public schools. 

They discovered that the most substantial gender difference was the tendency for 

female principals to lead in a more democratic and less autocratic style than do male 

principals. As Eagly and his associates suggest, "women who occupy the principal 
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role are more likely than men to treat teachers and other organizational subordinates 

as colleagues and equals and to invite their participation in decision making. Men 

evidently adopt a less collaborative style and are relatively more dominating and 

directive than are women" (p. 91). 

In a recent study of 20 principals in restructured schools, Bredeson (1993) 

reports that "a number of respondents, especially female and elementary principals, 

noted that some principals they knew, who had been used to acting as dictators or 

building bosses, were feeling much greater role strain" (p. 40). Along the same 

lines, Shakeshaft (1987) and Shakeshaft, Nowell, and Perry (1991) shed some light on 

general gender and supervision differences: 

1. Relationships with others are more central to all actions for female 
administrators than they are for male administrators; 

2. Teaching and learning is more often the major focus for female 
administrators than for male administrators; 

3. Building community is more often an essential part of the woman 
administrator's style than it is for the man. (Shakeshaft et al., pp. 
137-138) 

Gender does appear to make a difference in role transitions and role strain for 

principals. Although male principals experienced high stress levels with role changes 

and communicating with teachers and parents, female principals seem to experience 

less stress associated with role changes and communication. With a single primary 

exception, situations which cause stress in females are unrelated to changing principal 

roles; the exception is that both males and females report high stress levels concerning 

job overload and role expansion (O'Hair et al., 1993; O'Hair & Bastian, 1993). 
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Implications for gender differences-as they relate to empowering principal 

behavior-suggest that we should continue to focus on the principal stressors of job 

overload and role expansion in which both male and female principals report high 

stress levels. On the basis of this research, each of the 11 empowering behaviors 

employed by male and female principals serve as appropriate models to help 

overcome these commonly held areas of high stress. Developing an understanding of 

these empowering behaviors would help to "prepare the person" rather than to 

"prepare the person for the role" of principal or teacher (Campbell et al., 1987, p. 

192). Such an understanding by future educators—males, in particular—concerning the 

ethics and values inherent in empowering leadership behaviors and the original 

purpose of democratic schools, might begin to balance the results of earlier research 

which found females more naturally predisposed to modeling the empowering 

behaviors of democratic school leadership. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

Future research must focus on enhancing understandings of empowering 

behaviors that help schools model democracy for their students. Future researchers 

should condnue to provide insights about the amount of guidance principals should 

employ so they facilitate a vision statement for their schools. Reitzug (1994) states 

that "the overriding ethical considerations that principals must address involve how to 

fulfill their responsibility for moving schools forward without imposing their [the 
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principals'] way upon teachers and how to honor teacher beliefs while remaining true 

to their personal beliefs" (p. 305). 

One area identified by principals in this study as crucial to developing 

democratic schools involved the critical study process. Decisions about teaching and 

learning in democratic schools are based on careful study and data. Sarason (1990) 

questions how to change organizational culture: "How do you build in self-correcting 

forums and mechanisms so absent in our schools? Put that way, the task is no 

evaluation in the narrow sense but development of an organizational culture that 

makes self-correction a norm and not a war" (p. 129). Future researchers should 

examine the connections between empowering behaviors and establishing a critical 

study process as a norm. 

Conclusion 

In looking at the research questions which drove this study, findings from this 

research extended Reitzug's Developmental Taxonomy of Empowering Principal 

Behavior. Of particular importance, is the identification of five new categories of 

empowering leadership behavior which add substantially to Reitzug's three categories. 

In part, this may be attributed to the fact that this researcher looked at 40 democratic 

schools and 40 empowering principals; whereas, Reitzug focused on a single principal 

in a single school. 

In addition, this study identified seven obstacles which commonly confront 

principals in democratic schools. Thirteen stressors experienced by democratic 
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school principals were also identified via vocal stress analysis. Recognizing these 

obstacles and stressors may better enable principals in democratic schools to cope 

with conditions and circumstances which might otherwise interfere with the 

empowering process. 

From a broader perspective, this research reflects the language of empowering 

principal behavior which consistently speaks with words describing inclusion, shared 

governance and ownership. As exemplified by the empowering leadership behaviors 

revealed in this study, principals, teachers, students and parents in democratic schools 

build partnerships. Inherent in their relationships is an agreement featuring three 

simple elements which Glickman (1993) calls Guiding Rules of Governance: "(1) 

Everyone can be involved in decision making; (2) No one has to be involved: (3) 

Once decisions are made, everyone supports the implementation" (p. 29). In keeping 

with Glickman's (1993) Guiding Rules of Governance, Clark and Meloy (1988) 

developed five requisite propositions to create a truly democratic educational 

environment: 

(1) A new school must be built on the assumption of the consent of the 
governed; (2) A new school must be built on shared authority and 
responsibility - not delegation of authority and responsibility; (3) The staff of 
a new school must trade assignments and work in multiple groups to remain in 
touch with the school as a whole; (4) Formal rewards to the staff - salary, 
tenure, forms of promotion - should be under the control of the staff of the 
new school as a whole; and (5) The goals of the new school must be 
formulated and agreed to through group consensus. The professional staff is 
responsible for negotiating the acceptability of the goals to the school 
community. (Sergiovanni, 1988, p. 291) 
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One principal who practices empowering behavior describes the environment 

in which these processes described by Glickman (1993) and Clark and Meloy (1988) 

are employed, and the culture which they create in the context of a democratic school: 

This new culture includes a commitment to excellence and an acceptance, even 
appreciation, of change that assures us all that this school will keep becoming 
what it needs to be. We lead one another in this process of becoming. 
Sometimes I fill that role, sometimes a teacher, sometimes a student, or a 
parent. We all have something of importance to share. We all get an 
opportunity to grow and learn as well as teach and share. We continue to 
complete the circle only to find that there are more wonderful opportunities 
waiting. (Sergiovanni, 1993, p. 123) 

Therein lies the essence of a democratic school "where principals, parents, 

teachers and students are empowered together and are enabled together to meet 

commitments to a set of shared values and purposes" (Sergiovanni, p. 105). The 

values they model in a democratic school nurture one's understanding of living 

responsibly in a democracy, and their purposes lead to improved student learning as a 

result. 
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APPENDIX 

SCHOOLS VISITED/STUDIED BY RESEARCHER 

Aspen Community School 
Woody Creek, Colorado 

Beacon Junior High and High School 
Oakland, California 

City Springs Elementary School #8 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Defense Language Institute 
Monterey, California 

James A. Foshay Middle School 
Los Angeles, California 

High School for Health Professions 
Houston, Texas 

Murfreesboro Extended 
School Program 
Murfreesboro. Tennessee 

Santa Teresa High School 
San Jose. California 

Thomas Jefferson High School 
Alexandria, Virginia 

The Thunderbird Youth Academy 
Pry or, Oklahoma 
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